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FOREWORD 
This report is a description of the work performed under NASA Con­
tract NAS8-ZI426, Radial and Axial Transmissibility Characteristics for 
Typical Rocket Vehicle Structure, by the Space Division (SD) of North 
American Rockwell Corporation (NR) for the George C. Marshall Space 
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, during the period of 7 October 1968 to 
30 November 1969. 
The work was conducted at NR SD by Stuart Y. Lee with support in 
test operations from the Structural Dynamics Laboratory of NR's Los 
Angeles and Atomics International Divisions. 
Appreciation is extended to Messrs. J. Farrow, R. Jewell, C. Lifer, 
R. Schock, R. McComas, and Dr. J. Admire of NASA, Messrs. S. Treman 
and J. West of NR SD for their encouragement and support; and to 
Dr. R. Guyan, Mr. J. Gee, Mrs. T. Willis, and Mr. H. Hsung for their 
assistance in computer applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
Dynamic transmissibility is a major concern in 
preliminary design of advanced systems and finalized 
design and analyses of typical aerospace vehicles. A 
cylindrical shell mounted with discrete masses simu­
lating a primary structure of a typical rocket vehicle 
mounted with equipment or components is analytically 
and experimentally investigated under vibratory and 
shock excitations. The results indicate significant 
mass loading effects upon the vibration responses. 
These effects include some shift of frequencies, 
many eliminations of resonances, substantial amounts 
of amplitude attenuation in the responses, some change 
of mode shapes, and an amplification of the response 
at resonance dwellings. Little was found affecting the 
shock peak responses. The effective forcing areas of 
mass loading may be defined by the vibratory patterns, 
which are changing in accordance with the resonance 
attenuation and disappearance characteristics. The 
transmissibility characteristics indicated dif­some 
ferences for beams, plates, honeycomb panels, rings, 
and shells. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Dynamically induced interactions of primary structures with equipment 
and components often affect the program safety and mission objectives of a 
typical rocket vehicle and its advanced systems such as space station, space 
shuttle vehicles, Apollo, and Saturn; consequently, it becomes a major 
concern in environmental predictions, preliminary designs, detailed analyses, 
and finalized design and test evaluations of equipment, components, primary 
structures, and the combined vehicle systems. 
No conclusive solution is known at present on dynamic transmissibility 
characteristics of these interacted structures. As a result, almost all 
current designs and analyses of aerospace vehicles, even simple structures, 
rely upon guessed transmissibilities or arbitrarily assumed dampings which, 
in either case, may lead to solutions of substantial error, sometimes as 
much as several thousand percent. There may be some information available 
in predicting the frequencies and modal response of an unloaded shell, but 
no practical method exists for computing the transmissibility characteristics 
without some arbitrary assumptions. This analytical problem becomes more 
complicated for mass-loaded shell structures and requires the investigation 
of response attenuation characteristics, change of mode shapes, disappear­
ance of resonances, shift of frequencies, coupling of resonances and the 
amplifications, as well as the shock spectrum responses and the affected 
area around the equipment mounted on the primary structure of a typical 
aerospace vehicle. 
Most aerospace equipment or components are affected by the dynamic 
behavior of the primary structures, which are generally shell structures. 
During the earlier studies of vibratory transmissibilities in the related 
research program, NAS8-Z0019, emphasis was placed on investigations of 
the mass-loading effects on local structures, i. e. , beams, plates, honey­
comb panels, and rings, with some preliminary work done on shell struc­
tures. In the present study, the combined theoretical and experimental 
investigation of the mass-loading effect on shell vibrations was continued. 
Essentially, the primary structure of a typical aerospace vehicle is repre­
sented by a cylindrical shell while the components and equipment by discrete 
masses. Vibratory and shock excitations are employed to generate the 
forcing functions. Noncontact shakers and instrumentation were specifically 
used to eliminate the undesirable effects of their masses and frequency 
coupling to the specimen. For shock tests, a shock form synthesis device 
in conjunction with an electromechanical shaker is applied longitudinally to 
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exploratory studies (References 1 through 10) and the preceding research 
programs (References 11 through 15) provided the background for the present 
investigation and formed the bases for the methods of approach. 
The shock and vibration loads induced by engine oscillations, aero­
dynamic pressure fluctuations, acoustics, equipment noise, rough handling, 
transportation, static firing, ignition, liftoff, powered flight, thrust termina­
tion, stage separation, docking, and landing constitute some of the most 
crucial forcing functions to which rocket and aerospace vehicles are sub­
jected. Also, responses to these sources of excitation often impose the 
maximum stresses encountered by the spacecraft, payload, or vehicle 
components. As a result, mission success often hinges on the reliability 
of the prediction of the radial responses and axial loads propagated along 
the structure and the confidence in estimates of shock and vibration trans­
missions along the launch vehicle for design. This criticality is widely 
appreciated by dynamicists and has been the inspiration for a considerable 
research and literary effort, particularly in recent years in connection with 
aerospace vehicle advanced development programs. 
Because of technical and financial considerations, the evolution of 
aerospace programs has been accompanied by great emphasis on the success 
of individual components and on the assembly of components and local struc­
tures. These components and local structures.are subjected to crucial 
environments of shock, vibration, and acoustics during ground operations 
and in flight; nevertheless, insufficient design progress has been realized 
from related experience and practical applications in the areas of shock, 
vibration, environmental prediction, dynamic analysis, testing, and 
evaluation. 
Dynamic problems increase and, simultaneously, become more 
critical when local structures serve as supports for other components or 
pieces of equipment. In such cases, the dynamicist is confronted with two 
problems. One is the estimation of the effect of the equipment on the response 
of the supporting structure in order to predict realistically the vibratory 
environment experienced by the mounted component. The other is the calcu­
lation of the vibration response of the combined interacting system for the 
design of local and primary structures. 
In environmental dynamics, Mahaffey and Smith (Reference 32) 
published their study of the local vibration data of airplane flights in 1960. 
Eldred, Roberts, and White (Reference 33) presented a similar investigation 
on aircraft and missiles in late 1961. In 1962, Franken (Reference 16) 
reported the results -of his study on the vibration environment -of Titan 
missiles. The data obtained from these studies have been widely used 
Z -
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throughout the aerospace industry to predict dynamic environments for 
missiles and space vehicles. The primary concern during these studies, 
however, was the statistical regression of the airplane or missile flight 
vibration data atba given vehicle zone, and the lack of mass-loading effects 
specifically due to the mounted equipment. Because there is no unique 
method available for predicting mass-loading effects on vibration -environ­
ment, another objective of this study was to investigate these effects on 
environmental dynamics. During 1963 and 1968, Schock, Barrett, Jewel, 
Winter, and Lifer (References 18 through 23) of NASA/MSFC, aware of the 
mass-loading phenomenon, introduced an empirical prediction technique 
that allowed some amplitude reduction of the vibration environment due to 
the increase of weights. The technique is a result of their statistical study 
of Saturn firing test data. They also initiated and recommended theoretical 
and experimental research studies to investigate the dynamic response 
phenomenon. 
In performing dynamic analyses, scientists and engineers have relied 
on experimental data or assumptions of the quality factor, complex modulus 
of elasticity, or damping factor in order to compute the vibration response 
of a structure. With respect to mass-loaded structures, however, two 
problems arise immediately. (1) the applicability of the experimental data 
or assumptions for unloaded structures to mass-loaded structures, and 
(2) information to support the new assumptions for mass-loaded structures.
 
In consideration of these two problems, one of the major objectives of this
 
study is to explore the relationship between the transmissibility character­
istics of the mass-loaded structures and those of the unloaded structures
 
undergoing forced vibration and free vibration.
 
The first documentation of mass-loading effects on vibration environ­
ment appears to be MIL-E-527Z, but the mass-loading provision presented
 
appears to have been determined rather arbitrarily. These mass-loading
 
effects criteria were endorsed and specified in the new specification
 
standards, MIL-STD-810, by an evaluation committee (Reference 17) of
 
Government and industry shock and vibration specialists selected by the
 
USAF in late 196Z. No information could be foind, however, regarding the
 




At the laboratory of the former Missiles Development Division of NR 
in 1956, mass-loading effects on vibrating structures were brought to the 
author's attention. These phenomena later were found repeatedly at work 
with Douglas Aircraft Company in connection with 1Z missile and space 
systems. The analytical investigation of the vibration characteristics of 
mass-loaded structures emphasizing the frequency shifts and modal isolation 
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University of Southern California. In 1962, a preliminary experimental and 
theoretical investigation of the mass-loading and coupling problem was 
launched at the Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation 
(References 3 and 4). A consistent trend of the mass-loading effect on trans­
missibility characteristics then became apparent. These basic concepts 
were followed with further development through the related programs (Refer­
ences 11 through 15). 
The preceding study programs on Axial Transmissibilities Character­
istics of Typical Rocket Vehicle Structures have analytically and experi­
mentally shown the amplification of shock response for an aerospace vehicle 
having vibratory characteristics susceptible to the frequency range charac­
terized by the shock durations and the waveforms characterized by the shock 
shapes. Because these shock response phenomena are closely related to 
modal characteristics and have some similarity to the mass-loading effects 
on structural vibration, a correlation of the shock response and vibration 
response may be beneficial in finding the solution for defining the forcing 
area and the response attenuation corresponding to the increasing mass load. 
This program emphasizes equally in theoretical and experimental 
studies the attainment of a practical solution to shock and vibration problems, 
specifically in connection with environmental prediction and response analysis 
of aerospace vehicles. The analytical and experimental approaches of this 
study are established by following the basic philosophy of the previous 
research programs: to concentrate acquiring specifically pertinent informa­
tion to supplement and extend the previous study, and to emphasize the 
development of a practical solution satisfying the theoretical requirements 
and application needs. Because of the continuation nature, this program 
follows and incorporates some of the theoretical and experimental effort of 
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Dynamic analysis of shell structures may be accomplished by a mathe­
matical treatment of the describing partial differential equations of motion, 
which, in very simple cases only, lend themselves to a closed-form exact 
solution. Some of these theories of cylindrical shells are compared in 
Table 1 by listing various sets of differential equations of shell structures 
developed by different authors, such as Donnell, Flugge, Vlasov, Kennard, 
Timoshenko, and Naghdi. There are some physical simplification 
such as gridwork and finite-element approaches, suggesting a replacement 
of the shell structure by a set of simplified structural elements on which 
matrix iteration technique can be applied. These structural simplification 
approaches would result in approximate solutions and may require large 
computer operations for matrix iteration 
During the earlier programs (References 13 and 15), a method was 
developed using a series-expansion technique in conjunction with Lagrange's 
approach, and it resulted in a favorable solution in computing the natural 
frequencies as compared to experimental data and to some previous work by 
Arnold, Warburton, and Weingarten (References Z9, 30, and 31). The process 
of computation is efficient and can be conveniently modified to compute the 
interacted mode shapes, in addition to the modal frequencies, by the applica­
tion of more harmonic waves to describe a single mode. 
The present study emphasizes the series-expansion technique and 
considers the finite-element approach as an alternative method. Both 
approaches are briefly discussed in this report. Timoshenko-Love notations 
are mainly used. A mass-loaded shell and the coordinate system are shown 
in Figure 1. 
NOTATIONS 
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Table 1. Comparison of the Theories of Cylindrical Shells 
Characteristic Eq. X8 - (4n 2 +A) X6 + (61 4 + -K Z + B) 0 
K 
(4n6 + C)X +n4(n -) 2 + D = 0 
A B C D Authors 
0 0 0 0 Donnell 
R = radius of cylindrical shell 
-2t .6az 
- 2(4 - .)a 4 + 2(2 - v)nZ 0 Flugge and Byrne 
a = number of circumcrential 
x h 2 /(lZR 2 ) 
woaves 
- (4 + ) n 2 + i - (8 .n 4 + nZr 0 Viasov h = shell thickness 
o 4.-v nZ + al+e - -Si= 3v2n2(+isl30 Kennard Sroo4t of characteristic equationV sp iss n*sraho 
2(1 -i) 2(1 - ) 4(1 -v) 4(1 0) v 2 
o 
- 2(2+)n 2(2 v)-Z(3
-(3+v)n 2nt 14 +(5 + 3v)nZ 0 Naghd and Derry 
= I - vz 9RZ 
E 
S - (6 + u v2) Z + 2(l - i2) - (7 +v)n 4 + (3 + ) . 2 0 T oshenko = mass density 
o 2(4 Cz 2 ) n 2 + 4(l wv Z ) 




+ i 2(- 3n 2 + I) n 2 0 Morley 
-Zv - 6.2 + 4 - 3 2 
- 2(4 - v) n 4 + 2(2 - e)n 2 0 Biezeso and Orammel 
0 
- (6 + v - vZ) n Z 
- (7 + v)n 4 p4 Bijiard 
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E = Young's modulus 
Ix, I e)-- centroidal mass moments of inertia of ma 
L = length of shell 
M = largest value for integer m 
MS = mass of shell 
N = largest value for integer n 
T = kinetic energy 
V = strain energy 
x O = length of the mass ma 
a = mean radius of shell 
e = eccentric distance between mid-surface of shell to 
mass ma 
h = skin thickness of shell 
ho = thickness of the mass ma 
m = number of half-waves along longitudinal axis 
n = number of circumferential waves along radial 
direction 
ma = attached mass 
t = time 
u, v, w = displacements of a point on the mid-surface of the 
shell in the direction of x, e , and z. 
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X 1 
0 = width of mass ma 
v = Poisson's ratio 
p - mass density 
W -frequency of vibration in cps or Hz 
Subscripts 
i, j = positive integers 
s = refer to shell 
= differentiation with respect to time 
i -= -l 
To describe the mode shape of the mass-loaded shell incorporating the 
change due to mass-loading effects, sufficient numbers of sine and cosine 
waves must be used in the expression of shell motion. Fourier-series 
representation is, therefore, adequate for this purpose. The displacement 
functions of the mass-loaded shell in free vibration can then be expressed 
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SYMMETRICAL CASE 
M N 
u(e,xt) = 2 , A Cos a x cos nee i wt 
In 
m= I n=0 mn 
M N i Wtv(O,x,t) = F F Bran sin a x sin nOe 
m= I n=0 n 
M N i

w(E, x, t) = E F C sin a x cos noe Jt 
m= 1 n=0 mn m (1) 
ANTISYMMETRICAL CASE 
M N 
u(8,x, t) = F Z A cos a x sin nee iWt 
m=1 nrnn i 
M N 
v(6,x,t) = E E B sin a x cos nee iwt 
m 1 n= mn m 
M N 
w(ex, t) = E F, C sin a x sin n~e - i t 
m 1 n= 1 (Z) 
The shell structure is treated as a continuous system whose motions 
can be described by a set of partial differential equations in Lagrange's 
form as follows: 
d _T aT av 
TF A + =0 
mnmn mn 
=d 8 T +" -v °0dt Binn Bmn inn 
d /OT\ aT SV 
dt .T 8T BY 
_--) 
arrnmn 
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where, T and V represent the kinetic and strain energies, as follows: 
ZnT h 
T hapafl) 2 (av\2+( a-w z dx dO 
2g J 0 J 0 Rat/ \t at/ 
+ (- - e - - d a-aty at dxbt/ 
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+ [(2 +. + aw24(1- v2 )fo [I a28L\Z 
2(1- v) 3Z.~~ + ____ - 2(1-v) (y v aw2 dd6(5)
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A set of linear algebraic equations can be obtained from the equations 
of motion by substitution of the kinetic energy expression of the nass-loaded 
shell, the strain energy of the shell, and the displacement functions. The 
resulting frequency equations for a symmetrical case are given in Equa­
tions 6a, 6b, and 6c. 
-03D 0. 6 5 DA mnn - a 0.35 iAmna-O.3 A+ mn 	 B D rana +oa5 
aMSn 
+ 	 0. 5 MA + mn cos a x Cos 7
 
r S mn a m a%2 i=l j=
 
(-e a S1C..1 + 	A)13j cos a.xa Cos0Zja (6a) 
0.65 D n A [DA n + 0.35 am) + 	 + 1.4 
B Inn a 	 B _n 
nirI
 
+MD n inax a i 
- a sin .x sin + 1 sinanr 
a Zxaa i 2 
a 
M N 
(-2j C. + B)sin a.x sin-j r 
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nn
D.7B aS+ n ar a mnm+ D A Br n - 0.3 D A An 
JL 
"DB ni +(a4 + DA L 0D C n +a 05 MS Cin 
+ mn[sin a x cos 3~C.. sin a~x cosB~ 
a m ai=1 j=O 
-ea osax Cos- 3 (A.. - e c. )cos ax 
n m a 2 i=1 j=O '" 1 13 1 a 
M Ni" 1 s*fsnl23, ( 
x cos - + e sina x sin- j C2 am j=O a 
+ B.. -,a B sin a.x sin.+] + 1 cos a x




X Cos -1 1 e. C.. cosx co s 
M1=1j=
 
+1 n sinacex si M1 N (B..jG..) 
ax [- m a=O i=1 j=O 
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Matrix iteration can then be applied, and computer programs can be 
conveniently written to solve for the natural frequencies and mode shapes. 
In the preceding study, the computer program was limited to only a few 
terms (M = N = 3). A solution with 33 natural frequencies was obtained by 
using a Jacobian subroutine and consumed a very short computer time. The 
analytical results appeared to be surprisingly accurate in comparison with 
experimental data and the results obtained by Arnold, Warburton, and 
Weingarten (References 29, 30, and 31). The interacted mode shape of shell 
motion associated with each frequency can be obtained by using the large 
number of Fourier coefficients, which are provided by the formulations. A 
general computer program which is capable of taking in any number of mn 
values will be developed in conjunction with the formulations. 
The solutions presented are for the symmetric case. Similar fre­
quency equations and solutions with only a few different terms and sign 
changes can be found for the antisymnetric case resulting from the substitu­
tion of the corresponding displacement function, Equation 2. 
- 13 -
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FREE-VIBRATION ANALYSES BY FINITE-ELEMENT APPROACH 
Matrix-iteration -techniques can be applied in conjunction with many 
structural theories to solve dynamic problems. Examples are lumped­
mass/stiffness matrix, finite-difference/matrix, lumped-mass/flexibility 
matrix, and grid-work/finite-element matrix. Because of the structural 
idealization assumed in these methods, added mass as well as the distributed 
mass of shell structures can be conveniently applied;'however, difficulties 
may arise in costs and computer programming to solve extremely large 
matrices with available computers. Table Z summarizes some classifications 
of finite-element methods in solid mechanics by comparing their models, 
theories, assumptions, boundary conditions, and unknowns. A number of 
computer programs have been written by various authors to solve many 
problems using finite-element techniques. Most of these are special­
purpose programs aimed at effectively solving one class of problems using 
simple-element representation. There are also several general purpose 
computer programs either already available or being developed as outlined 
in Table 3. 
In the application of finite-element method, conventional engineering 
structures are visualized as an assemblage of structural elements inter­
connected at a discrete number of nodal points. If the force-displacement 
relationships for the individual elements are known, it is possible, by using 
the direct-stiffness method of structural analysis, to derive the properties 
and study the behavior of the assembled structure (References Z4 through Z7). 
After a suitable mathematical model (discrete-elements) of the struc­
tural system has been adopted, equations relating nodal forces and nodal 
displacements for each type of structural elen-rent must be derived. These 
equations take the matrix form 
JFi [k] ful 	 (7) 
where [k] is known as the element stiffness matrix. The derivation of 
theories and the detailed description of the methods for various element 
types and different structures are given in the references and by the individual 
descriptions of the general computer programs listed in Table 3. Instead of 
getting into the complex details of individual approaches, a brief description 
of a beam element to illustrate the finite-element method is presented in 
this section. Beam and plate are the two basic elem6nt types which may be 
used to solve the mass-loaded shell problem by the finite-element method. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.- 15 6 
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Table Z. A Comparison of Finite-Element Methods 
Unknown in 
Model Theory 






Compatibility Minimum Continuous Displacement Nodal' 
potential displacements compatibility displacement 
energy 
Equilibrium Minimum Equilibrating Equilibrium General 
complementary stresses of boundary nodal 
energy tractions displacement 
Hybrid (CE) Modified Equilibrating Assume Nodal 
complementary stresses compatible displacement 
energy (CE) displacements 




































































Table 3. General Computer Programs 
of Finite-Elements Methods 
Description 
Most recent and expensive program to date. 
Capable of 30, 000 DOF. Can solve static, 
dynamic, and control problems. 
Contains over 50 element types. Can be 
used for linear and piece-wise linear 
static analysis, stability and vibration 
studies. Capable of 20, 000 DOF. 
A matrix iteration system containing a 
series of programs which may be used to 
generate a variety of element stiffness 
and matrices. Static and dynamic prob­
lems then may be solved through manipu­
lation. The capacity is large up to about 
10, 000 DOF but expensive and requiring 
formulations and bookkeeping. 
Modification to overcome samis problems 
for linear static analysis of moderate 
problems (600 DOF narrow band matrices). 
Solutions of problems can be performed 
within core memory. Two-element type. 
Integrated system consists of a large set 
of design and application programs. About 
20, 000 source statements. Various and 
mix element types. Can be used for linear 
and piecewise linear static analysis, sta­bility, dynamic, and design studies. 
Static, stability, and dynamic analyses of 
moderate problems. Max. 4, 000 DOF. 
Beam and plate elements. 
Status
 
Partial completion and operation. 
Static portion has been con­
pleted. Other capacities are in 
progress.
 
Completed and in operation. 
Completed and in operation. 
Static portion complete; other 
option in progress. 
Z CD 
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For the two-dimensional Euler beam element (Figure 2) the specific 
equations are as shown on the following page. 
'AI Ul~ 
,A , u 
-i 1 A, EI,# 22'. 
M . 1 V2 V2,1 
Figure 2. Beam Element 
AZ - AZ 
A1 AE o 0 -- 0 0 u 
12EI 6E1 IZEI 6E1 v 113 22 23 2Z 
,6EI 4EI 6EI 2EI 
222 2 81 
AE AE
A 2 A12 0 0 - 0 uz0 




6EI ZEI -6E 4EIM2 22 2 -2- 8 (8) 
Dynamic response analysis requires a similar set of equations relating, 
nodal forces and nodal accelerations. These may be written 
where [m] is referred to as the element mass or inertia matrix. For the 
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A 	 0 0 0 0 i 
13 11 9 a13VV I 	 35 2100 70- 420 1i 
M 0 	 ii 22 132 22 
210 105 420 140 01=p2A 
g 1 	 1 0 0 u
 
T 
-iA22Z -1 0 0 3 0 0 2 
9 132 13 112V2 	 70 420 35 10 V2
 
220 132 22 1I2 
M Z 	 420 140 210 105 E2 (10) 
The form of the mass matrix given hereis referred to as a consistent mass 
matrix, since its derivation is based on the same displacement functions 
used for the stiffness matrix; therefore, there is no need for arbitrary mass 
lumping. 
Structural element stiffness and mass properties are usually derived 
with respect to coordinate axes convenient to that element. Prior to 
assembly of the structural equations, it is necessary to transform each 
[K] and [ii] so that forces, displacements, and accelerations are referred to 
a common structural coordinate system. If the barred quantities pertain 
to the common coordinate system, the transformations (Figure 3) required 
are 
y 	 I,
fy=F [B] f ~ (1 
ul [B] Ial(2 
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where 




























Substitution into the force-displacement equations gives 
[B] II = [k] [B] Jul (14) 
Since [B] is an orthogonal matrix, 
II=[BIT [k] [B] Iij(15) 
The element stiffness matrix in structural coordinates is then identified as 
[i] = [B] T [k] [B] (16) 
Similarly, the transformed element mass matrix is 
[in] = [B] T [m ] [B] (17) 
An overall structure stiffness and mass matrix may now be assembled 
by superimposing individual [i and [i] in such a way that all matrix ele­
ments associated with the same nodal degree of freedom are added. This 
procedure, which is the essence of the direct stiffness method, is represented 
in equation form by 
n 
[k] => []i (18)
i=l 
n 
[M] = [7]i (19)
i=l1 
After forming the system free-free stiffness and mass matrices, all 
boundary conditions to be imposed are accounted for. In the case of zero 
constraint conditions, rows and columns of the system matrices correspond­
ing to suppressed degrees of freedom are deleted. 
- 20 -
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There may also be degrees of freedom present in the system matrices 
associated with inertia forces which may be neglected in comparison to 
those that are more dominant. It is then preferable to remove these 
freedoms from the problem before proceeding with the solution. One such 
technique for eliminating excess unknowns from the system equations is 
given in Reference 28. 
For modal analysis, the structural equations of the vibration take the 
form 
[k]I jUo1 = w[M]luu1 (20) 
where uo is defined by: u = uo sin wt. 
For structures not fully supported, [k] will be singular; and it is 
preferable to invert [M] to obtain equations in the standard eigenproblem 
form, 
[M]-' 1k luol = W (21) 
-
It is a matter of numerical efficiency that the coefficient matrix [v] I [k] 
"be symmetric. This may be accomplished if [M] I is obtained by a Choleski 
decomposition and new variables are adopted. Let 
[M] = [F]T [F] (22) 
where [F] is an upper triangular matrix. Then,
 
[M - F 1 (IF]') (23) 
Next, introduce the variables jqj so that 
Iq= [F] luol (24) 
Substitution and premultiplication by [F] reduces to the form 
=[D] jqj=-- 'jqj (Z5)(F]-/ \T) [k IF]-1 jqj
in which the dynamic matrix [D] is symmetric. Solution of these equations
 
gives the natural frequencies of the structure, and the modes are obtained
 
by the inverse transformation
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Mass-loaded and -unloaded shell structures, such as the present 
study specimen, may be represented by a finite element model consisting of 
two basic element types in which bar elements are used to model the flange 
rings while triangle elements model the shell structure. Details of the model 
are shown in Figure 4. 
- 22 -
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I 2 34 5C7S" S x3 / Typical Beam (Bar) Elements 
H2-
£4 s6 
Length 3.81 inch 
Width = 1-3/8 inch 
Thickness = 1/4 inch 
Weights = 0. 131 pounds 




Height = 9 inch 
Base = 3.55 inch 
Angle =22. 5 degrees 
Thickness = 0. 05 inch 






Length = 5 inch 
Width = 4 inch 
Thick = 1-I/Z inch (Sample Case) 
Weight 1.Z58 pounds (Sample Case) 
-3 
UI 
-nO o M 
100 
0 -
Figure 4-A. Finite-Elements Representation of Mass-Loaded Shell= 
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Figure 4.-B. Three-Dimensional Finite-Elem~ent Model 
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Figure 4-,C. Three-Dinensional Finite-Element Model, Side View 
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SHOCK AND FORCED VIBRATION ANALYSES 
SHELL APPROACH 
The dynamic response of mass-loaded and unloaded shells will be 
discussed in this section. Of particular interest in the study are the radial 
response of shells to three types of excitation: radial vibration, longitudinal 
oscillation and axial transient excitations. 
The excitation produced by an electro-induction shaker is a form of 
forcing function with constant amplitude applied at one point. The problem 
of vibration response of unloaded, closed, cylindrical shells to such an 
excitation can be conveniently solved by the series-expansion methods. The 
following nomenclature applies: 




Amn' A' , B42 u, Bn n = constants 
a4 c ph 
D 
Cmn(t), Smn(t) = time functions 
E h 3 E
flexural rigidity 12(-v 2 D 
L = length of the cylinder 
m = number of axial half-waves 
Mtnn 
- generalized mass 
n = number of circumferential waves 
Pz = forcing function 
- 29 -
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Pmn(t), Qmn (t) = generalized forces
 
PO = amplitude of the force P(t)
 
P(t) = concentrated force excitation
 
w = displacements of shell in radial direction,
 
with positive w outward 
Wmn = radial mode shape (symmetric) 
Wmen = radial mode shape (antisymmetric) 
x, y, z = axial, circumferential, and radial coordinates, 
respectively, with positive z outward 
m rT a 
am L 
6 - Dirac delta function 
e = angular coordinate 
V- Poisson's ratio 
=x
 
-- = nondirmensional coordinate in axial direction 
p, Ep location of the applied force 
P = mass density of, shell material 
= stress function, related tb radial displacement 
by w =V 4 t 
Wmn = circular natural frequency 
/82 a Z2 
V 4 = - + 0 (8~C W/2 
For a finite cylinder without surface tractions in the x and y directions, 
the equation of motion for forced vibration can be derived in terms of stress 
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S 4, 4 	2 a4 (27) 
78+b? TO' + c~t - D Pz 
where pz = the forcing function in the z direction, positive if outward. If 
the concentrated force is radially applied at location ( p, Op) on a cylinder 
having simply supported ends, Pz can be expressed in the form 
Pz 	= P(t) (g- p) 6(- 8) (28) 
where the Dirac delta function has the following properties: 
f 6( -gp)d = 1 at 
f6(o- Ep)dO = 1 at E)= Op 
and becones zero elsewhere. 
By series expansion, Equation 28 becomes 
p, = P .mn(t)sinIm cos nO 
m=l n=0 
3 
+ 	 I , Qmn(t)Isin am sin ne (29) 
m=1 n=1 
The time functions in Equation 29 are the generalized forces given 
by 
21TL/a 
Pmn (t) = T 0(- Pp)sin(t) 	 aM a6(0- Op )cosnedd 
_a P(t) sin 	 a p sin n O (30) 
mp p 
where 
m 	 = 1, , 3..., n 0, 1, 2, 3, . .. 
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Q n(t) -" - o P(t) (t- - ) sin am 5(e- ep) sin n 6 dtde 
2a 
- P(t) sin a P sin n a (31) mnp p 
where 
m = 1, 2, 3, . , n = 1, 2, 3, ... 
The solution of EquationZ7, which also satisfies the boundary condi­
tions of simply supported ends, is of the form 
, mn (t)sin m cos nE 
m=l n=Q 
+ 3 Smn (t)sin am sin n e (32) 
m=l n=l 
where Cmn(t) and Smn(t) are time functions to be determined. 
If Equations 28 and 32 are substituted into Equation 27, two second­
order differential equations are obtained: 
S+ 2 C = Pmn t) (33)
mn mn mn Mmnn
 
2 Q(t) 
Stn +mn Smn = mn (34) 
mnmnMmn 
where Mmn = p H (am 2 + n2) = generalized mass 
a2 cmnI. 82 Smn 
at 2Cmn Stn (35) 
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Cmn(t) = Amnsinwmnt + BmnCOS wmnt 
+ IMmnft P (t) sinw (t-t')dt' (36)
rCn n nn mn 
0 
where Amn and Bn are constants determined by initial conditions. 
For sinusoidal excitation at frequency w, 
P(t) = Po sin wt where Po = constant (37) 
From Equation 30, 
Pmn(t) P. sinwt sin ar e cos n B (38)
rL o p p (8 
Substituting Equation 36 into Equation 34 and integrating. 
Crnt) = Amn sin wmnt + Brn cos wmnt 
PO sin m p sin nOp 
+z 2 2 [sin Wmnt - Wnn sin wt] (39) 
Mmzn Wren (W - CWmn ) m 
Similarly, the solution of Equation 34 is fouid as 
Smn(t) = A sinwmnt + Bmn Cos Wmnt 
+ PO sin am gp sin n 0p wsin wmnt - sinWt (40) 
Mmn Womn to m­
where Arn, Bmn = constants. 
The response function (I ( , 8, t) is determined by substituting 
Equations 39 and 40 into Equation 32. The radial displacement response 
can then be found from the relation 
w(,e,t) =V 4 • (ge,t) (41) 
For transient excitation applied radially at ( p, ep). all formulations 
from Equation 27 to Equation 36 are applicable. The forcing function P(t) 
in Equation 28 then represents the shock input. The solutions Cmn(t) and 
Smn(t) of Equations 33 and 34 can be evaluated according to Equation 36. In 
the previous study, "Axial Transmissibility Characteristics of Multi-Stage 
Rocket Vehicle Structures" (Contract NAS8-18124, Reference 3), detailed 
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methods were developed for the derivation of strucutral response to 
various types of shock input. The computer program generated in that study 
can be used to solve the present problem of radially applied transient 
excitation. 
If the shell is loaded with component masses, all of the above discus­
sions can still be applied, except that the frequencies wmn and mode shapes 
Wmn ( , 6) and Wn ( , E) are replaced by the new values obtained from the 
free vibration analysis as outlined in the previous section, and that gener­










J o P(t) 5 -gp) 6(e-e p)W'mn (g,ef)ded ( 
Qmn(t) =-rf L/a 2 - (43)Iz f Wn (, e)dgde0 0 mn 
If the shock is applied axially at one end of the cylinder, the radial 
response cannot be obtained directly from the above analysis. It would be 
advantageous to use the three Lagrange equations given in the earlier section: 
"Frequency and Modal Analysis by Series-Expansion Technique." 
Through a similar procedure for analyzing free vibration cases, as 
described previously, the solution for forced vibration response can be 
obtained directly by solving the equations of motion, which include the 
forcing function terms. Adding the generalized forces Qx, QE, and Qw 
to Equation 3, the equations of motion for forced vibration are 
d / @T \ T aVdtI--A--mn I- BAn + 8An = Ox (44) 
dt)mn / amn amn 
/sT) 
 DT Bydd aT &T +__8V = (5 
dt admn acm + 3 nm w (46 
where Qx, Q e and Qw represent the generalized forces in a function of time 
at their specified direction x, e , or w distributed over a three-dimensional 
shell surface. The three equations of motion can be simply obtained by 
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which is applied at a station S(x, 0 ) with an amplitude Q, in a function of 
time t and on a direction w. By retaining only the axial generalized force 
=Qx (Qe Qw = 0) in a function of time over a three-dimensional shell sur­
face, these three equations of motion become applicable for axial and radial 
response analyses under a shock or vibration excitation. Then, matrix 
iteration techniques may be applied to obtain the forced response solutions. 
If systems include damping, the strain energy is described in terms 
of a complexModulus of Elasticity (E) instead of the Young's modulus of 
elasticity (E), which is all that is required for undamped structures. Since 
the free-vibration characteristics have been solved and the frequencies and 
mode shapes have become available, the laborious computations may be sub­
stituted with simple textbook methods for solving forced vibrations of simple 
systems. The empirical information provided in later sections may be used 
for estimating the transmissibility characteristics of mass-loaded shell 
structures or for predicting the damping factors in conjunction with unloaded 
structures. 
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVE FORCING AREA 
The effective forcing area is referred to the mass-loading affected 
local area of the vibrating shell structure immediately around the attached 
discrete mass. These effective forcing areas may be numerically com­
puted through the free-vibration and forced-response analyses or experi­
mentally measured. These methods are discussed in separate sections, 
while the following alternative approach is presented here to provide a 
simple, direct insight of the problem. 
The equation of motion for shallow cylindrical shell can be written as 
2 R 4 V4 278w+ - v 84 w a w (47) 





P = mass density of shell 
M = concentrated mass 
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Let 
14 _ 3 (1 - v2 )_ (48(48) 
R 2 h 2 4C 2 R 4 
and rewrite Equation 47 as 
+V8w + 4P4R4 O4-w 14_V4 82w = (49)'0 
a 4 D at2 
As sume 
w = W (g, e) ei wt (50) 
Substituting Equation 50 into Equation 49 yields 
R 47 8 W + 4p 4 R 4 4W 2 W( 
-- .vw = o(51) 
ag 4 D 
For a simply supported cylindrical shell, the radial displacement 
function may be written as 








(note sin km = sinQ\ . -= sin (amX) 
When Equation 52 and Equation 51 are combined, the result is 







Solving for w2 , the natural frequency formula is 
D2~ kzf2 443R4kA4 
p (k2+.2)? + 2 (54)4 ~( 2+n21 
In solving for P from Equation 53, the relationof P with the natural frequency 
and modal parameters, km and n, can be obtained by 
P = kn) [4W - (k(+n)J) 
4R4 4 D 
0.5 (kM2 +n 2 ) -[R?2w? +n (6(Ph + M) 2221 )Z1/4 
Rkm L D 
As shown in Figure 5, the static deflection due to a concentrated load P, is 
2 w = P (x) (57) 
3 Ir j 8p3 D 
4$. 4 (PX) =e- OX (sin fBX + cos PX) (58) 
v

where 13= 3 (1Rh-
2 
Figure 5. The Static Deflection Due For a dynamic problem, Equa­
to a Concentrated Load tion 58 can be used as an approximate 
mode shape with pcomiputed from 
Equation 56. The concentrated force P is now replaced by the attached 
mass MV. 





43wRkm [R4w (Ph +M) (k2+2)2]­
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Now for nonshallow cylindrical shells, the equation of motion is 
(V + 1) V w - 2 (1 - V )(4 a_ 
21 - v 84w R4 [ 8 2w 
+ - +- 74- =0 (60) 
C 2 8 4 D at2 
When Equation 50 is substituted into Equation 60. 
(V? + 1) V4 W = 2(1 -v ) ( 7 W 







v 8W + I - R4 wZ v4 +4 
D3 a 4 
When Equation 52 is substituted into Equation 62: 
k z R4 Iw 2 + zkn 4 44 2) 4+ n 2 ) 4 +(krm (k ZD +4 
D n2+ Z(I- v(Z+nW4
+ 2(1 -v) (k+n 2 ) (k km n2 ) = 0 (63) 
or 
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where 
p = k 2 + n z m 
q =k 2 (4 - n2 ) 
£2 p,44 wZ 
D 
Solving for p4 from Equation 64, 
1 
P 4 -4 R _ p 4 + (I Q1 p- +I2 (1- v pq] 
44 'V 




 q4R 4 = km-[p(z p - 1) -2 (1 - v)q 
0.707m r 2 2 4R_ 7 p [p (Z - pZ - I) -(-v) q]4 (65) 
When Equation 62 is substituted into Equation 61, the effective forcing length 
can be obtained for a nonshallow shell. 
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BEAM APPROACH 
For the prediction of axial shock transmissibility of typical rocket 
vehicle structures, the technique of normal mode expansion is employed, 
which is considered to be the most efficient and practical approach among 
many other available methods. For the application of this technique, it is 
necessary to find first the free vibration characteristics of the vehicle. 
This analysis can be accomplished by any one of the following methods: 
1. 	 Beam Continuous System-The vehicle is idealized as a beam 
with nonuniform cross sections. 
2. 	 Lumped-Masses or Finite-Element System-The vehicle is 
represented by a series of lumped masses and linear springs or 
by connecting a series of structural elements. 
3. 	 Three-Dimensional Shell-Like Structure-The vehicle is treated 
as a three-dimensional shell structure. 
The beam approach is discussed briefly in this section; the shell and 
finite element methods have been previously presented. Both the lumped 
masses and beam approaches have been found in the preceding program to 
be sufficiently accurate for practical engineering application in predicting 
the axial shock transmissibility characteristics of the specific types of 
structure s. 
A shell structure may be treated as a beam in dynamic analysis 
providing that the shell structure behaves like a beam in the dynamic environ­
ment; this condition requires that a cylindrical shell under consideration 
be long, slender, isotropic, symmetrical, having negligible imperfections 
and Poisson's effects, and that the force applied be in an ideal condition. 
To find the axial shock transmissibility along the vehicle structure, 
the axial responses at various locations of the vehicle are first calculated. 
Derivations of the forced responses to three types of shock pulses, namely 
halfsine, sawtooth, and arbitrary pulses, were presented in detail in the 
preceding study (Reference 13), by using the method of Laplace transforma­
tion or Duhamel integration in conjunction with the modal expansion tech­
nique. The axial shock transmissibility can then be calculated as the output 
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The items of nomenclature used in this section are as follows: 
a i = coefficient of the ith normal mode 
(a) = column matrix with elements ai 
A = cross-sectional area of the vehicle structure 
cij = coefficients of ai 
[C] = square matrix with elements cij 
[D] = [k] - I (m) = dynamic matrix 
E = modulus of elasticity 
g = acceleration of gravity 
[I] = unit matrix 
i, j = integer, subscript for mode numbers or mass number 
kij = spring, constant 
[k] = stiffness matrix with elements kij 
[k] "I = inverse of[k] 
L = axial length of the structure 
mi lumped mass at location i 
(m) = diagonal matrix of m i 
n = total number of lumped masses or modes 
(0) = zero column matrix 
p = angular natural frequency 
t = time 
u = axial displacement or deformation 





(ri) = 	column matrix of acceleration 
(U) = 	column matrix of mode shapes 
[W] = (m) "1 [k] = inverse dynamic matrix
 
x = axial coordinate
 
X = mode shape
 
a = (Eg/y) 2= 	velocity of wave propagation of displacement or 
stress 
' = 	specific weight of material, weight per unit volume 
p2== eigenvalue of [w] 
= the ith normal mode 
e = phase angle 
dot = 	differentiation with respect to time 
prime = 	differentiation with respect to x 
If the vehicle is treated as a nonuniform beam with variable cross­
sections, the equation of motion of free longitudinal vibration is as 
follows (Reference 13): 
d IA' 8u(x, t) A(x)y Du 
E d x ) u,t A .x y u = 0 (66) 
Ex g t2-J 
where A(x) = cross-sectional area, a function of the axial coordinate, x. 
For a specially constructed section, a proper equivalent cross-sectional 
area should be used. 
Expanding the differentiation, Equation 66 becomes 
Z
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or 
U/+A / 1 
u A 




= velocity of propagation of displacement or stress waves 
The primed quantities are derivatives with respect to x; and dotted quantities 
are derivatives with respect to time. 
By assuming a solution of the form 
u(x, t) = X(x) cos pt (69) 
where 
n 
X(x) = ai i x) (70) 
and %i (x) is the ith normal mode which satisfies the boundary conditions, 
X = 0 for fixed end 
X= 0 for free end 
By substituting Equation 69 into Equation 68 and applying Galerkin's 
method, the following equation is obtained: 
f L[ / A X X]c (x) dx = 0 (71) 
By putting the series (Equation 70) into Equation 71 and integrating, 
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e11 a I c 12 a2 . + cinan 0 
c a + c a +....... . + c a =0
21 1 22 2 Zn n 
Cn1 a + cn a +..... . .. + cnn a = 0 (72) 
where 
c . = coefficients of a. obtained from the integration (Equation 71). 
ij = 1, 2, 3. . n 
In matrix form, Equation 72 becomes 
[C] (a) = 0 (73) 
where 
[C] = square matrix of c..13
 
(a) = column matrix of a. 
1 
The frequency equation is obtained by setting the determinant IM equal 
to zero. 
det jCI = 0 (74) 
The frequency Pi for each mode is then determined from the polynomial 
of the nth order in p 2 derived by expansion of Equation 74. The modal 
coefficients, ai, are found from Equations 72 or 73. The mode shape, 
X (x), is given by Equation 70. 
Equation 71 applies not only to the case in which the cross-sectional 
area A is a continuous function of x, but also to the case with piecewise 
continuous function A (x). In the latter case, the integration will be per­
formed step by step for each length interval within which the cross section 
A (x) can be expressed as a continuous function. 
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For the prediction of axial transmissibility of typical vehicle structures, 
the technique of modal expansion plus Laplace transformation or Duhamel 
integration is employed to determine the transient response to various types 
of impulsive excitation (References 36 through 41). 
New items of nomenclature are introduced as follows: 
a. = acceleration at time t. 
1 1 
A. = average acceleration in the time interval (t. - t. 
A = maximum acceleration amplitude
0 
A(t) = acceleration input
 
A(s) = Laplace transform of A(t)
 
b(t) = base displacement
 
B (t) = generalized force
n
 
n = Laplace transform of B (t)
n n 
c = viscous damping coefficient
 
cr = critical damping coefficient
 
C = mode participation factor
 
n 
H(t) = unit step function 
i = time interval number; subscript for quantity at time t. 
1 1 
= K (i -i/( 2) 1/2 
n = mode number; subscript for quantity in the nth mode 
N = total number of normal modes 
q(t) = generalized coordinate, response function of time 
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q = Laplace transform of q(t) 
Q = shock load factor 
R = total number of time intervals within pulse duration 
s = parameter of Laplace transform 
t = time 
tI 
 = t -T = t- tlR
 
t =t - 1 
P = tan ­
= c/c = damping factorr 
TI = dummy variable of time 
2/2
 






p = mass density 
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-
=tan f2(l-( - -1 - z j 
n 
Wo = T/T angular frequency of forcing function2 1/2i-r =cod = ) ampd nglarfrqunc 
oW = Wn(l- 2) = damped angular frequencyd 
Wo = angular natural frequency of the nth mode 
n 
Equation of Motion 
To illustrate the application of the modal expansion method to shock 
response problems, the structure is considered to be a slender, cantilevered 
beam with shock input at the fixed end, as shown in Figure 6. 
For a uniform beam, the equation of motion of free axial vibration 





b(t) U(X, t) + 6(t) 
0" ---- x 
L 
Figure 6. Axial Vibration of A Beam Excited at the Base 
If the beam is excited at its fixed end by base displacement b(t), the 
equation of motion of forced vibration is derived by replacing u(x, t) of 
Equation 75 by u(x, t) + b(t), which is the displacement of the beam with 
respect to a fixed reference point 01 (Figure ,6). 
a [ux t) + b(t) Ja2 a [u(x, t) + b(t) J= 0 (76) 
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or 





= acceleration input at the base 
Let 
A(t) bt)(- (78) 
The equation becomes 
_ aZ d"1 A(t) (79) 
Applying modal expansion technique, the solution of Equation 79 can be 
assumed as 





X (x) = the n normal mode 
The base acceleration-can also be expressed in a similar form: 
A(x, t) = I Xn(x) Bn(t) (81) 
= n 1 
where Bn(t) is the generalized force defined. by the following equation: 
Bn(t) = Cn A(t) (8Z) 
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where C is the mode participation factor given byn 
Sf dLX (x) dx 
n L 2n 
fo Xn(x) dx 
Substituting Equations 80 and 8 1 into Equation 79 and using the equation of 
free vibration, 
a 
nn -aZ X n (83) 
the following equation of motion in,terms of the generalized coordinatd is 
obtained: 
a 
qn(t) +w qn (84)(t)3Bn(t) 
If damping is considered, the equation of forced vibration becomes 
+ + n = (85)qn " Wn 4n w qn Bn 
where 




Through Duhamel integration or Laplace transformation, solutions for 
beam type structural response to various shock forces were obtained in the 
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A. Sawtooth Pulse (Figure 7A, B, C) 
A. Sawtooth Pulse B. Half-Sine Pulse 
A(t) A(t) 
0 t 0 T 
A(t) =A 0O.Tt A(t) =A0 sin zt 






A - (a._, +a
 
Figure 7. Three Types of Shock Pulse
 
For 0 < t s5 T,
 
r a 1 -rnwt 
q(t) -CTA [t -- + -e sin(wdt - e) (86) 
n d 
and for t > T, 
+ A nt n t' 
: +_d e(t)e sin(win(wdt-) + W Tcos( Vdt-01 (87) 
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Introducing 
n 	 e sin(wt -e (88) 
L(t) 	 = + le n sin(wt0) -e n 	 ) + -sin(rt/-O (89)cs('dfl TWd si~dte tsn7 	 o c~I+wt'- <dJ 
Equations 86 and 87 are simplified as 
O(t)= c n A L (t) for 0 < t s -	 (90) 
cj(t) = C A L(t) for t >T (91) 
n n o fl 
Then, the acceleration responses are 
N 




U(x, t) = Ao C XnX)L(t) (93) 
= n 1 
For numerical evaluation of the acceleration responses, a computer 
program based on Equations 88 through 93 can be written. To find the 
maximum response at any location x, it is only necessary to let the computer
search for the maximum value among all calculations. Designating the 
maximum value as Umax, namely, U max = i(x, tmax) the shock load, 
factor Q is expressed as 
a 
Q = 	 max _ maximum acceleration response (94)
A maximum acceleration input
0 
This dimensionless factor, then, represents shock transmissibility 
in the system. The computed values of Q can be plotted versus the axial 
stations by the computer while it calculates the numnferical values. 
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B. 	 Response to Half-Sine Pulse (Figure 7B) 
The response at t > T is as follows: 
C A 2u21-/ 
q(t- = nt 
-sin(w t - ) - - e sin(wdt 4) 
wd 
_0 Wnt'+sin 	(ct'- 3) - - e sin'/wdt' - 4)(95) 
where 
t' t 	 -T 
In another form, 
-(wsin(wzIqnt) = C A oi1 { 	 e n 
nd 
-rW tI 	 1 
e sin(Wdt' - (96) 
and the acceleration responses become 
qn(t) = C A S(t) for 0O5 t-sT (97) 
nn o n 
qn(t) = C A S (t) for t > T (98) 
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4-s (t) = - ! -+ [en sin (Wa L- sin (wt - P)](Z~S) 
Sn(t) WI[ ,:; + 
W nt2 
nn = odt(X ~Nx, ~ Und) 
nd n 
or, for> 0 5 t T 
N 
i(x, t) =AIC X (x)t) 
n=l
 
For t >iT, 
N 
ii(x, t) = A 0 X )(99) 
n= 1 
The shock load factor is given by Equation 94, as in the case of sawtooth 
impulse. 
Response to Arbitrary Pulse 
An arbitrary acceleration impulse can te represented by a series of 
constant acceleration inputs acting one after another as shown in Figure 7C. 
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The response to the step input for t > ti is: 
CA n - n Wn -Wn 
qn(t) = qt n()e Wn--end oos(Wds -/J - - dde cos(wd~'-4) 
_ n i [e-wn cos (Wdft- 4 ) - en cos(Wd - )) (100) 
where 
91= t - ti 
The acceleration responses are found as t_ _ t < ti, 
n.(t) = C A. P(t) (101) 
1 
where 




For t > t.,I 
n.(t) = n A. P*"(t) (102)
• n i 
1 
where 
p*(t) [ cos(d - 4) - e n cos(C°d ! -d 
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IN 
t
i.(x, t) = A.I C nn(X) P(t), ti_ 1 t (103) 
n= 1 
N 
X n(X) P-(t), t >t. (104)i.(x, t) = 1Zi C fl 11 Ai I f 
n 
Equations 101 through 104 are the basic equations for the determination 
of shock responses to the ith step input. The calculation starts with the 
first step input, A1 , to find the responses, ii, for all the time concerned. 
They then go on to find the responses iiZ, 1i3 • • • "R corresponding to the 
second, third, . .. and Rth step inputs, respectively. The response to the 
complete pulse is equal to the summation of all hj t s, namely, 
i.
 
t) itx,(x,t) (105) 
i= 1 
The shock load factor Q for any station is then determined in the same 
manner as in the case of sawtooth or half-sine pulse. 
Based on this discussion, a computer program can be written for the 
calculation of acceleration responses to an arbitrary pulse. 
If the system has an initial displacement, qo, and an initial velocity, 
40, the total displacement response will be the summation of both. Thus, 
qn(t) = e qn 1 cosw ( )i 
Cni n n - O~ 
C AA 









ai = t. - t = time interval for the i step input 
By differentiation, 
(t) e= (n + - sinwA 
Idsin(w - ) +- cosg (107) 
1 
n-1 ln d 
4 (t) e / 2d_4 d 
W (q o Cosw cdiwid +d k4ns 
-C n A, [K cos(wdg f. - z sin(W A alue (108) 
whereEquations 10n ~ ~ 0I Wnh rense qnl n n n teedo10 d 
K 2/ 
Starting with q.0 and 40 as known initial conditions and using 
Equations 106, 107 and 108, the responses qn1 , 4~n1 and qin1 athe end of 
aue asnethe first time-interval, 1, are found. Thn usin ths 
initial conditions, the responses qn2 , 4 n2 and 4n Z to the second step input 
at the end of the second interval a2 are determined. The responses to the 
other step inputs can be calculated in the same way by setting i = 1, Z, 3... R 
in the three equations above. The procedure above applies only to the 
responses within the shock duration. 
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For t> T, the responses are obtained by superposition of responses 
to the last step input, AR, at t = tR-1, and those to a negative step input, 
-AR, at t = T. The result has been given by Equation 102 for the case of 
zero initial conditions. The complete solution for a general case at 
t> T is 
*nt+q d 2 ( +q = Cn(t)e ltCs dt + w d n1-1 c ) sinwJt 
- Wn t + Cn'd e cos( Wt e- cos( - (109) 
where
 
F- = t - tftl 
t :=tR 
t = actual time from start 
q
n '-1 
quantities obtained previously by Equations 106 and 107 
4 at t =tR l 
n_ 1 
Differentiating Equation 109 twice, the acceleration at t > T is 
..=n..e n wq ( Z-U4 sin Od - wd n(q _+ nnt i Cos Wd 
qntwd e i+- nR- 11 RlWnn_%°nnR_1-
+ Cn A e n)K cos( Z sin(w - +W cds 
- ewn K cos(wdt' 4) - 2 sin(wdt' - 4) (110) 
The structural acceleration response, therefore, can be computed from 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
A specimen was designed and fabricated for the experimental investi­
gation: an aluminum cylindrical shell of 18-inch OD, 0. 050-inch thickness, 
and 7Z-inch length with a 1/4-inch-thick flange welded to the upper end and 
a 1/2-inch-thick flange welded to the lower end. This is one of the three 
shell models previously fabricated for the Axial Transmissibility contract, 
NAS8-18124. 
A total of eighteen aluminum or steel blocks of various sizes (nine 
new) were also fabricated; their properties are given in Tables 4 and 5. 
By mounting one or more of these solid blocks on the ring -or shell, the 
mass-loaded test specimens were obtained. 
Table 4. Properties of Attached Masses, Model Shells I, II and III 
Length of. Weight of 
Mass Thickness Weight 1/4-Inch Bolt 4 Bolts 
No. Material (Inches) (Grams) (Inches) (Grams) 
K Alum. 1/4 64.5 .... 
J Alum. 3/8 94 ....
 
bI Alum. i/Z 1Z7
 
bZ Alum. 1/Z 127 ....
 
Hi Steel 1/4 181 1/Z 19
 
G 1 Steel 3/8 Z80 3/4 Z5
 
GZ Steel 3/8 283 3/4 25
 
Fi Steel 1/Z 365 3/4 25
 
E 2 Steel 5/8 480 1 29
 
.C 1 Steel 1 740 1-1/2 40.5 
B Z Steel 1-1/4 890 1-1/2 40.5 
A1 Steel 1-1/; 1110 2 63 
A 2 Steel 1-1/2 1110 Z 63 
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Table 5. Properties of Attached Masses, Model Shell IV 
M 2 Mass M 2 M Z M 2 
Mass Ratio Thickness Weight Weight 
No. M 2 /M 1 (Inches) (Grams) (Pounds) 
1 0. 2 0. 004 
Z 0.025 0.034 10 0.022 
3 0.05 0.074 Z0 0. 044 
4 0.075 0. 11 30 0. 066 
5 0.10 0. 15 	 40 0.089 
7 0.32 0.50 127 0. Z80 
8 (B) 0.60 0. 875 240 0. 530 
9 (BH) 0.8Z 0.75 327 0.722 
10 (BD) 1.7 	 1.25 677 1.495 
Note: 	 All masses are rectangular blocks 2 inches wide and 3 inches 
long. M 1 = 400 grams = weight of a 3-inch shell section 
= 0.883 pounds. 
RADIAL VIBRATION TEST SET-UP 
Since a considerable amount of information is available from the 
previous program, a vibration test utilizing constant force excitation was 
performed to supplement the available test data. The test was conducted 
in a similar way as in the previous program on mass-loaded shells 
(Reference 1). 
An electro-induction shaker was used to provide constant and con­
centrated force excitation. The general arrangement of the vibration test 
of the shell is shown in Figure 8. The shell was placed upright on a rigid 
floor with its lower flange fastened by bolts. The electro-induction shaker 
was set up at a Level F, 54, inches above the lower end. The proximity 
gauge set-up used in the ring test was suspended above the cylinder with the 
gauge extended downward inside the shell to survey the mode shape as shown 
in Figure 9. Miniature accelerometers were used to measure the accelera­
tion responses and evaluate the proximity measurements. Aproximity gauge 
was used to map the shell m-n mode shapes continuously defining the effective 
forcing area, shell imperfection shape and displacement responses revolving 
around the circumferential levels and along the longitudinal lines auto­
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Figure 8. Radial Vibration Test Set-Up 
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Figure 9. Proximity Gauge Set-Up for Plotting Radial-Mode Shapes of Shell 
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Other test equipment used in both ring and shell test included the 
following: 
1. Driving amplifier 
2. Band spread oscillator 
3. Electronic counter 
4. Dual beam oscilloscope 
5. Voltmeter 
6. 100-channel switch box 
7. Visicorder 
8. X-Y plotter 
Some of the equipment listed are shown in Figure 11 and 12. 
RADIAL VIBRATION TEST OF MODELS I, II AND III 
Three sets of vibration tests using the electro-induction shaker were 
performed for the mass-loaded and unloaded shell Models 1, TT, and III. 
The first set of tests was for cases having only one accelerometer on the 
shell at the mass location FZ (Figure 10). The shell was called Shell I in 
these cases. The second set of tests was for the cases with 20 accelerom­
eters on the shell, 16 of which were equally spaced on the shell circum­
ference at level F and 4 were placed in the same column, 2, as the mass 
but at different levels (C, D, E and G) as shown in Figure 10. In these 
cases, the test specimen was called Shell 11. The third set was for the 
cases with 15 accelerometers attached to the shell in a single column, Z and 
equally spaced at 15 levels, plus 5 accelerometers at 5 levels in Column 14, 
90 degrees apart from Column Z. In these cases the test model was called 
Shell Ill. All test runs for Model Shells I, II and I[I are listed in Table 6. 
All the discrete masses had concave contours on one side to match the outer 
shell surface. They were all cemented to the shell at location F-2. One 
exception is that the mass b 2 was cemented on the inner surface of the shell 
at the mass location to reduce rocking motion of the heavy masses which 
were cemented and bolted outside the cylinder. In Table 6, the test run 
numbers are also identified by mass ratios MZ/M I . The quantity M 1 is 
defined as the mass of the unloaded shell section whose length is the same 
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Figuure 12. Instrumentation Set-Up for Vibration Tests of Shell, Part II 
Table 6. Vibration Test Runs for Unloaded and Mass-Loaded Shell.
 
Models I, II, and III Excited by Electroinduction Shaker
 
Weight of Weight of Total Weight Mass 
Mass 4 Bolts M? Ratio 
Run Number Mass Number (Grams) (Grams) (Grams) MZ/M 1 
0, 0-2, 0-3 0 0 0 0 0 
la-Z K 64.5 0 64.5 0.16 
1, 1-2, 1-3 b, 127 0 127 0.32 
1.2-2 b I +J 221 19 240 0.60 
2-2 b I +1HI 308 19 3Z7 0.82 
3, 3-2, 3-3 b, + b 2 245 0 245 0.61 
4, 4-2, 4-3 b I +b z + G1 525 25 550 1.40 
5, 5-2, 5-3 b i + b2 +H 1 + Gz 709 44 753 1. 90 
7, 7-2. 7-3 b I + b 2 + E 2 + F 1 1090 54 1144 2.86 
8, 8-2, 8-3 bi + bZ + C1 + E2 1465 69.5 1534.5 3.84 
n 9, 9-Z, 9-3 b1 +b + B2 + C 1 1875 81 1956 4.9 
* Notes: 
0o 1. Runs 0, 1, 3, 4, 5. 7, 8, and 9 are the cases with 16 accelerometers around the shell at O 
the same Level F. Run numbers with -2 are the cases with only one accelerometer at the 
mass location. Run numbers with -3 are the cases with 15 accelerometers in one Column > 
No. 2 along the shell. 
2. All solid masses except b2 are mounted on the outer surface of the shell. 
3. M, = 400 gm = weight of unloaded shell section of 3 inches long. 
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under the attached mass was then identical to the ring test model. Therefore 
M 1 	 is taken to be 400 gm or 0. 883 lb. The test operations for the unloaded 
and 	mass-loaded Shells I and II were as follows: 
1. 	 Unloaded Shell 
a. 	 Performed a resonance survey using a sinusoidal sweep at one 
minute per octave from 5 to 3800 cps. Maintained a constant 
voltage of 6 volts input to the shaker for all test runs. 
Repeated the sweep from 5 to 760 cps for detailed and reso­
nance dwell check only. 
b. 	 Obtained X-Y plots for the accelerometer output at the mass 
location during the above sweeps to determine the natural fre­
quencies and maximum responses. 
c. 	 At the first five natural frequencies obtained the following 
data: 
Mode shape plots from the proximity gauge. 
Oscillograph records for all accelerometer 
responses.
 
Meter readings for all accelerometer outputs. 
2. 	 Mass-Loaded Shell 
a. 	 Mounted the solid mass (or masses) on the shell according to 
the test runs plan. 
b. 	 Performed sinusoidal test as in Steps A-1 to A-3. 
On Shell III the radial accelerometers were placed in two columns to 
measure lateral bending modes. Only oscillographs and meter readings were 
taken during each resonance. No X-Y plots were made. 
RADIAL VIBRATION TEST OF MODEL IV 
Objective 
The test objective was to investigate the mass loading effect phenomena 
of very small masses onthe radial vibration transmissibility characteristics of 
shell structure. Emphasis is placed on mass attenuation and amplification, 
continuous mapping of the shell m-n modes, effective forcing areas (mapping 
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Specimens 
The unloaded shell consisted of an aluminum cylindrical shell 0. 05 inch 
thick, 18 inches outer diameter by 72 inches long. The mass-loaded shell 
consisted of the unloaded shell plus eight solid masses with a mass ratio 
(MZ/Ml) less than 0.8 as compared to a ratio of 5 for Models I, II, and III. 
Table 5 lists the properties of these small masses. 
The electro-induction shaker was placed at location FIO, 54 inches 
above the lower end. The gap between the shell and the shaker remained 
constant for all test runs. 
The automatic proximity gauge was used for continuous mapping of 
mode shape and the effective forcing area. The setup enabled the proximity 
gauge to travel either around the circumference or up and down the cylinder 
with a controlled speed. 
Two sets of three miniature accelerometers were cemented on the 
outer surface of the shell as shown in Figure 10. 
Test Operation 
Sine Sweep 
A sine sweep test was performed on both the mass-loaded and unloaded 
shells. For test run 1, on the unloaded shell, a resonance survey was 
performed using a sinusoidal sweep at one minute per octave from 5 to 
3000 cps. A constant voltage of 0. 06 volts input to the shaker was maintained 
for all test runs. X-Y plots (acceleration-response versus frequency) were 
obtained for the accelerometer output at the mass location during the sine 
sweep to determine the natural frequencies and maximum responses. 
For test runs Z through 9 on mass-loaded shells, the solid mass (or 
masses) was mounted on the shell at location FZ according to Table 5. 
Sinusoidal sweep were performed for each case as for the unloaded shell. 
Wherever possible, the same scale was used on all X-Y plots. All X-Y 
plots were compared to determine the first 16 significant frequencies and 
maximum responses; and some resonance dwelling was performed for 
evaluation of further amplification. 
Proximity Gauge Calibration 
Before plotting the mode shapes of the shell, the proximity gauge out­
put was calibrated for linear evaluation. 
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Mode 	Shape Plots 
Mode shapes (m and n modes) were plotted for each test run at
 
16 selected frequencies. The procedure was as follows:
 
1. 	 Starting from test run 1, time the shell to the first resonance with 
a constant force excitation (input voltage = 0. 06 volt). 
2. 	 Use proximity gauge to plot m and n mode shapes through the mass 
location F2. Also, obtain meter readings for accelerometers I 
and 2. 
3. 	 Tane to the next frequency and repeat step 2. 
4. 	 Continue the plot for all other frequencies. 
5. 	 Repeat steps I through 4 for the mass-loaded cases, test runs 2 
through 9. 
DATA 	ANALYSIS 
The following sets of data were assembled for further analysis: 
1. 	 X-Y plots - acceleration response of accelerometer 1 versus 
frequency from 5 to 3000 cps, one plot per each run. 
2. 	 Proximity calibration. 
3. 	 Mode-shape plots - one m mode and one n mode for each frequency. 
4. 	 Shell imperfection plot - Static plot of the gap variation between 
the shell and proximity gage, one for m mode, one for n mode. 
5. 	 Meter readings obtained at 16 frequencies per each test run for 
evaluation. 
LONGITUDINAL SHOCK TEST OF UNLOADED SHELL 
Shock tests on the unloaded shell model were performed on an electro­
mechanical shaker which could produce the required shock pulses of various 
forms and with extremely short duration. Ordinary shock test machines 
were found inadequate for the generation of short duration pulses. It is also 
convenient and economic to perform both shock and vibration test on the same 
setup. 
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The test setup is shown in Figure 13. Twelve screws of 1/4-inch 
diameter were used to fasten the bottom flange of the model to the armature 
of the shaker. The instrumentations for measuring responses are shown in 
Figure 14. Miniature accelerometers and strain gauges were attached to the 
shells to measure axial and radial responses. The number of pickups for 
each model are listed in Table 7. 
Table 7. Number of Pickups on Test Models 
Model Number 1 2 3 
Axial accelerometers 5 4 11 
Radial accelerometers 7 0 0 
Axial strain gauges 3 3 8 
Total pickups 15 7 19 
The following test equipment was used: 
Ling 246, power amplifier and shaker 
6 Endevco accelerometers, Type 2227 
1 Endevco accelerometer, Type 2217 
6 Endevco accelerometers, Type 101 
5 Endevco dynamonitor amplifiers 2702 (13 channels) 
2 CEC carrier amplifiers 1-iZ7 (8 channels) 
8 Budd Instrumentation strain gauges C9-141 ­
120-ohm 
1 CEC 1-inch tape recorder 
I Ampex 1-inch tape recorder 
1 K/H band-pass filter 
1 H/P scope 
1 Exact signal generator 
1 CEC scope camera 
Test equipment is shown in Figure 15. 
After a complete calibration of all accelerometers and strain gauges, 
test operation began with several trial runs to see if valid input and output 
data could be obtained. Shock pulses were shaped to the desired forms, half­
sine or sawtooth wave. Figure 11 shows two typical input shock pulses as 
seen on the oscilloscope. 
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Figure 15. Equipment for Longitudinal Vibration and Shock Tests 
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The 	test procedure was as follows: 
1. 	 Applied shock pulse to the specimen (Table 8). 
2. 	 Recorded the input pulse and all output responses on two magnetic 
tape s 
3. 	 Obtained oscillographs of the input and a part of the output signals 
for a "quick-look" survey. If the data were not satisfactory, the 
test was rerun. 
Table 8. Shock Test Specification 
Test Shock Acceleration 
Run Model Shock Duration Level 
Number Number Form* Milliseconds gis 
1 1 H 0.8 20 
2 1 H 1.z 20 
ZR 1 H 1.2 20 
ZA I H 2.0 20 
3 2 H 1.5 20 
4 2 H 1.0 20 
5 3 H 1.2 20 
5A 3 H 3.0 20 
5B 3 H 5.0 20 
6 3 H 6.0 20 
7 3 S 5.0 -20 
8 3 S 1.0 20 
'S = terminal sawtooth; H =half-sine-wave 
DATA REDUCTION 
Upon completion of all tests, data were reduced from the tape. The 
required plots are as follows: 
Sanborn Plots 
Table 9 shows the number of Sanborn plots (response versus time) 
needed for each test. 
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Table 9. Sanborn Plots Requirement 
Total Number Number 
Test Model Number of of of 
Number Number Channels Tests Plots Remarks 
1, 2 1 15 2 30 
3, 4 2 7 2 14 
5, 6 3 19 2 38 




Only accelerometer measurements were needed. The number of 
spectral plots (acceleration response versus frequency) needed for three test 
runs are given in Table 10. 
Table 10. Spectral-Density Plots Requirement 
Test Run Model Number of Number of 
Number Number Accelerometers Plots Remarks 
1 1 3 3 
4 2 3 3 
5 3 10 10 10 axial accelerometers 
only 
Total 16 16 
Damping Plots 
The required number of damping plots (amplitude versus time) are 
given in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Damping Plots Requirement 
Test Model Number of Number of Number of 
Number Number Accelerometers Modes Plots 
1 1 12 2 24 
4 2 4 2 8 
5 3 11 2 22 
Total 54 
LONGITUDINAL VIBRATION AND SHOCK TEST OF MASS-LOADED SHELL 
Objective 
The objective of this test was to determine radial and axial responses 
of a mass-loaded and unloaded shell subjected to an axial shock load. 
Specimen and Test Runs 
The unloaded shell specimen consisted of an aluminum cylindrical shell 
of 0.05 inch thick by 18 inch outside diameter. For the mass-loaded shell 
specimen, five different solid masses were attached, one at a time, to the 
outer surface of the unloaded shell. Test runs and mass descriptions are 
given in Table 12. For each test run, shock loads of half-sine wave with a 
duration of about one millisecond were input to the specimen. 
Table 12. Test Runs and Mass Descriptions 
Mass Run Number 
Description 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Mass no. 3 5 b I b I + H1 b i + D 1 
M 2 (gin) 0 20 40 127 327 677 
M2/M 1 0 0.05 0.10 0.32 0.82 1.7 
Shock form H H H H H H 
Note s: 
M, = 400 grams = weight of unloaded shell section three inches long 
M 2 = weight of solid mass. 
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Test Set-Up 
The bottom flange of the shell was fastened to the shaker by 12 screws 
of 1/4-inch diameter as shown in Figure 13. Eighteen miniature acceler­
ometers and four strain gauges were attached to the outer surface of the 
shell around the cylinder at different levels, different angular locations, and 
different directions. The automatic proximity-gauge mechanism was used 
for measuring the displacement response and mode shape for the modal 
survey studies. Other important equipment included the following: 
Tape recorder Frequency counter 
Visicorder Scope camera 
Signal generator Voltmeter 
Oscilloscope Dual X-Y plotter 
Test Operation 
The sequence of the test operation was as follows: 
I. 	 In accordance with the sequence of test runs given in Table 12, the 
shock pulse was generated with proper shape and duration. The 
maximum amplitude of the pulse was 20 g's. 
2. 	 Shock pulse was applied to the specimen. 
3. 	 View-o-graphs (apply no filter) of the input and output signals were 
obtained for a "quick-look" survey. 
4. 	 If the View-o-graph data were satisfactory, Step 2 was repeated 
and all input and output data were recorded on magnetic tape. 
5. 	 No automatic proximity-gauge device or X-Y plotter operation 
was required for the shock tests. They were required only for the 
survey test. 
Resonance and Modal Survey 
A longitudinal vibration sweep test was performed to survey resonant 
frequencies and mode shapes prior to each shock test. Vibratory input of 
1 or 1/2 g was applied longitudinally through a frequency range from 5 to 
2000 cps at a sweep rate of 2 minutes per octave. The sweep outputs were 
emphasized on 2-F and 4-F locations only; the outputs, peak accelerations 
versus frequencies, were recorded on the dual X-Y plotter. 
Other outputs of accelerometers and strain gauges were recorded on 
magnetic tape. No View-o-graph operation was required. 
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At the major resonances below 2000 cps. the mode shapes were sur­
veyed by turn on the automatic mapping device plotting the mode shapes on 
the X-Y plotter (displacement versus station) on AC output. Before the 
survey, the shell imperfection was plotted by DC output. All accelerometers 
and strain gauges were recorded on View-o-graph for a very short duration 









Figure 16. Typical Shock Pulses 
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In accordance with the specific program requirements, the subject 
study emphasized an empirical evaluation and comparison of the following 
four types of test data: 
1. 	 Modal characteristics of mass-loaded and unloaded shells and the 
variation of mode shapes and effective forcing area due to the 
incremental addition of mass-loads. 
2. 	 Radial response and effective forcing area associated with each of 
the first 16 modes excited by radial force input. 
3. 	 Mass-loading effects on radial response and attenuation character­
istics for mass ratios less than 0. 1 (very small masses). 
4. 	 Correlation of longitudinally excited shock responses tomass­
loading effects or vibration of mass-loaded shells under radial 
excitations. 
In these specific areas, all test data were analyzed, tabulated and/or 
graphically presented in Appendixes under individual headings. In addition 
to these program requirements, the following items ar.e added: 
1. 	 Comparison of theoretical and experimental.solutions 
2. 	 Longitudinal vibration test/axial shock and radial excitations 
3. 	 Investigation of shell imperfections 
4. 	 Extension of 16 mode study to cover Z3 modes 
5. 	 Increase in the number of mass-loaded cases to include studies 
beyond a mass ratio of 0. 1. 
6. 	 Effects of the number of m-n waves on thebretical results. 
7. 	 Presentation of series expansion technique and finite element 
method in computing analytical solutions. 
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The following notations are used in the Appendixes, tables and dia­
grams, from which the subsequent discussions will be referenced. 
f = natural frequency in cps, or Hz 
G = maximum acceleration response in g's measured at the discrete 
mass mounting location 
M = mass 
m = number of axial half-waves in shell 
n = number of circumferential waves in ring or shell 
MS = milliseconds 
MV = acceleration or displacement in millivolts 
Subscripts: 
1 = unloaded structure 
2 = mass-loaded structure 
Vibration test data of mass-loaded and unloaded shells are presented 
in Appendixes so that empirical results can be conveniently used for prac­
tical applications. For shell I with only one miniature accelerometer 
mounted, there are nine mass-loaded cases having a mass ratio MZ/Ml, 
ranging from 0. 16 to 4. 9 in addition to one unloaded case. For shell II with 
Z0 miniature accelerometers attached, there are eight mass-loaded cases 
with M2/ , ranging from 0.3Z to 4.9 in addition to one unloaded case. 
The rearrangement of the 20 miniature accelerometers of shell II to form 
a longitudinal line, constitutes the model shell III specifically for M-mode 
evaluation. Shell IV model is used for an extended study, emphasizing cases 
of very small masses ranging from 0. 004 to 0.722 and 1.495 pounds. 
Included in the following discussion or presented in appendixes, figures, 
or tables are: general characteristics of mass-loading effects, a comparison 
of the shell vibration to ring and plate cases, theoretical rebults and 
their comparisons withexperimental data, frequencies and attenuation 
characteristics of shell IV, a comparison of theoretical, solutions computed 
by using a different number of m-n waves, theoretical results by finite 
element method, survey of effective forcing areas, evaluation of shell imper­
fections, calibration and linearity checks, mass-loading effects characteristics 
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of shell I and II, comparison of shock responses, longitudinal vibration 
characteristics, M-mode investigations and mapping of n-modes. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MASS-LOADING EFFECTS ON 
SHELL VIBRATIONS 
A discrete mass, even a small one, attached to a shell structure may 
have significant effects upon the shell vibration characteristics. These 
effects include the shift of natural frequencies, ellinination of resonances, 
response attenuation, change of mode shapes and an unusual case of accel­
eration response amplification. This type of amplification was not observed 
in any of the previous studies and did not occur with heavier mass-loaded 
cases at any time thus far; it seems to appear only in a special case of the 
small mass-loaded range. 
Appendix I. Mass -loading effects on the vibration transmissibility of 
shells are shown by the X-Y plots in Appendix I. These plots are the accel­
eration responses at the mass location demonstrating the significance of 
mass-loading effects on shell vibration induced by radial excitation. In 
comparison to the experimental data, the first graph shows that mass­
loading effects rapidly alter shell vibrations along with the nine incremental 
additions of discrete masses. These cases included only the very small 
masses (0. 004, 0. 022, 0. 044, 0. 066, 0. 089, 0. Z8, 0. 53, 0.7Z2 and 1.495 
pounds). The second graph of Appendix I indicates substantial mass-loading 
effects attenuating the high intensity vibration levels of the unloaded shell to 
negligible amplitudes when 4. 15 pounds of mass were attached to the unloaded 
shell structure. 
The first plot of Appendix II presents a comparison of the raw vibra­
tion data of mass-loaded and unloaded plates. These raw test data reveal 
a simplified and concise indication of the basic mass-loading effects: 
(1) the mass attenuation of amplitude of the major resonance by 80 percent, 
(2) the elimination of the higher mode resonant frequencies, and (3) the 
lowering of the major natural frequency. 
The second diagram of the Appendix II presents four mass-loaded and 
unloaded ring cases which generate more complicated mass-loading effects 
but possess the significances found by mass-loaded plate studies. 
The presentation of the two graphs of Appendix IIprovides a simple 
and clear view describing the general characteristics of mass-loading effects. 
It also reveals the relationship of mass-loading effects among plate, ring, 
and shell structures. Note that all three types of structures have the basic 
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Mass-loaded shells demonstrate the simple amplitude attenuation, 
frequency shift, elimination of resonances like plates, but more frequencies 
are affected and the characteristics are more complicated than the plate 
cases. With some similarity in general characteristics, there is a difference 
in the pattern of amplitude attenuation and resonance elimination between the 
shell and ring cases. For the shell case, resonance elimination is not limited 
to higher modes as in the cases of ring and plate, but applied to some lower 
modes as well; also, frequency shifts are not as significant as the cases of 
plate and beam. 
The details of the important features of mass-loading etLects will be 
further studied and discussed individually in later sections, with the refer­
enced test data presented in Appendixes. 
COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES AND ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS, 
SHELL IV 
Vibration test data of the mass loaded and unloaded shell IV and a 
comparison of the frequencies and attenuation characteristics are presented 
in Appendix III. Listed in these tables are the natural frequencies and 
acceleration responses (at the mass location) for the first 23 modes, of 
which 7 modes are beyond the program requirement of the shell IV Model. 
Frequency ratios fZ/fl and acceleration ratios (G2 /Gl) are also given. There 
are nine very lightly mass-loaded cases with MZ/M 1 being 0.004, 0.025, 0.05, 
0.075, 0. 1, 0.32, 0.60, 0.82, and 1.7. 
Through an observation and comparison of the data presented in 
Appendix III, it is observed that mass-loading effects exist with smaller 
mass cases as well as heavier masses, and that the experimental data 
obtained for shell IV tests are in general, compatible with the earlier investi­
gations in prior programs. Also, these data are consistent with the study 
results for the cases of beams, plates, honeycomb plates, rings and shell 
structures as previously reported in the related studies listed in references. 
It can be seen from Appendixes I and II that response amplitudes 
decrease rapidly, natural frequencies lower slowly and many resonances in 
higher as well as lower frequency regions disappear completely while the 
attached mass M2 increases. These results constitute the most important 
phenomena of mass-loading effects on shell vibrations. The details of 
Appendix III indicate that natural frequencies of a shell structure mounted 
with very light weight masses follow the earlier study results for different 
mass-loaded structures to shift to lower values. However, the lowering of 
frequency values were in a much slower manner with a gradual change of 
few cycles per second until an abrupt change to negligible amplitude. This 
abrupt reduction of amplitude resulted in the phenomena of the frequencies 
disappearance (or resonances elimination) process. 
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The reduction of the response amplitude (mass attenuation) was as 
pronounced and significant with these shell IV tests as the already established 
test results of other structures. There was one exception (and it may be an 
important one) in this test series of lightly mass-loaded shell models; an 
unusual amplification in response instead of attenuation was recorded. This 
unusual amplification case occurred only at thee transition from the merge of 
resonances to resonance disappearance. The data was detected only by a 
prolonged resonant dwell beyond the specified time for sweep vibration 
testing. Immediately before and after the evolution of merging frequencies 
(or resonant elimination) the mass attenuation process became predom­
inantly effective, over-ruling the action of amplification and rapidly reducing 
the response. The special case that introduced an amplification rather than 
the established attenuation process, was essentially with Mass Number 8 
which weighed 0 53 pounds, having a mass ratio of - = 0. 6 and a resonantvl1
 
frequency of 118 Hz for the mode m=l and n=Z. The peak responses by the 
unified sweep excitation are listed in Appendix III and are marked with an 
arrowhead sign (<) in Appendix I, while the amplified peaks which resulted 
from the prolonged dwelling of the merged resonances, are listed in 
parenthesis ( ) in Appendix III. By a detailed study of the raw data reported 
in Appendix I and the reduced data in Appendix III, many resonances disap­
pear or almost disappear in some low frequency regions and are over­
whelmingly eliminated in the high frequency range. 
MASS LOADING EFFECTS OF SHELLS I AND II 
Vibration test data of the mass-loaded and unloaded shells I and II are 
presented in Appendix IV. For shell I, with only one miniature accelerom­
eter, there are nine mass-loaded cases with a mass ratio M 2/M 1 ranging 
from 0. 16 to 4. 9 in addition to one unloaded case. For shell II with 20 
miniature accelerometers, there are eight mass loaded cases with V2/M 
ranging from 0. 32 to 4. 9 in addition to one unloaded case. 
The mass-loading effect on radial acceleration response at the mass 
location of shell I can be seen from two typical X-Y plots in Appendix I; the 
upper curve is for the unloaded case while the lower one is for the heaviest 
mass-loaded case. The frequency shift and response attenuation between 
the two cases are apparent. On these X-Y plots, there are numerous 
resonant frequencies. For the purposes of systematic analysis and com­
parison, the frequencies are so chosen that they are for the corresponding 
mode. For example, in Tables II and 13, Mode 1 has been chosen to have 
m = 1 and n = 3. For the other modes, however, the values of m or n are 
not identical because the effects of mass attenuation, merging frequencies 
and resonance disappearance have caused some changes in modal response 
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complications are accomplished through an extensive study in conjunction 
with the shell IV series, the results of which are presented in Appendixes III, 
XV and XVI. 
The data for frequency ratios, fZ/fl, and those of acceleration 
response ratios, G 2 /Gj, for the shell I and II study series are also plotted 
and presented in Appendix IV. 
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 
The technical effort of this study emphasizes a theoretical work on 
free vibration of the mass-loaded shell structure, a shock response analysis, 
and a basic research of the transmissibility characteristics. The theoretical 
work leads to a closed form and a finite-element solution of the free vibration 
problems, while the basic research results in a fundamental basis for a 
theoretical solution of the mass loading effect mechanism and provides some 
urgently needed empirical transmis sibility information for practical applica­
tions in the fields of environmental dynamics and vibratory loads. The 
information includes attenuation, amplification, input-output relation, quality 
factor "Q", damping ratio " or transmission function H. The shock 
response analysis is intended to evaluate a simple method and its relation to 
vibration analyses. Theoretical methods in computing other forced vibration 
responses for important resonances become routine and are given in text­
books, when the free vibration characteristics have been computed and the 
transmissibility parameters (such as Q, or H) are known. 
- Tie free vibration characteristics of the mass-loaded shell were 
theoretically analyzed by a series expansion technique and again by a finite­
element method. Twenty sets of computations were performed covering 
symmetrical and unsymmetrical cases for each of the nine mass-loaded shell 
models. Each of these 20 cases was theoretically analyzed by letting M = 4 
and n = 4 in the series expansion formulations, resulting in 56 frequencies 
for each mass-loaded model. The theoretical analyses require the generation 
of the stiffness matrices [K] and mass matrices [M] from formulations 
which were developed by a series expansion technique in an earlier chapter. 
These numerical solutions of frequencies and mode shapes in terms of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then obtained through computer iteration 
using Jacobian and Cholesky techniques. These computed frequencies are 
presented in Appendix V. A close agreement is found between these analytical 
solutions for all cases in Appendix V and the experimentally measured data 
listed in Appendix III. A comparison of the analytical and experimental 
results is tabulated in Appendix VIII. 
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In order to describe the possible refined effects of the mass on theM 2 
modal pattern, multiple m-waves and n-waves with variable coefficients 
were applied in conjunction with the series expansion technique. Appendix VI 
shows the frequency values as affected by three sets of m-n waves. 
The mass-loaded shell problems are again solved by a finite-element 
technique using 144 plate elements with 80 node points and 8 bar elements. 
The finite-element solutions are shown in Appendix VII. A comparison of 
the finite-element solutions, series expansion solutions, and the test results 
is presented in Appendix VIII. It can be seen by the comparison that the 
finite element solution is in general agreement with both the series expansion 
solution and test data; however, the finite element solutions in this particular 
case are comparably less elaborate and consume more computer iteration 
time. 
Another comparison of the theoretical and experimental results shown 
in Appendix VIII is for model shell I, on which heavier masses were mounted. 
A group of mode shapes extracted from the computer solutions through 
series expansion techniques are presented in Appendix XVII. These theoreti­
cal mode shapes agree with experimental results, indicating that the presence 
of any one of these small discrete masses does not cause a local dip on the 
mode shapes of the shell structure. This suggests that modal area could be 
used to define a local forcing area. 
Theoretical analysis of the shock waves propagated along the shell 
structure including the shock peaks, durations and decaying oscillation can 
also be accomplished by series expansion and finite-element techniques as 
discussed previously. To demonstrate an application of the technique and 
compare its results with experimental data, an extensive study using series 
extension technique in conjunction with a one dimensional system was made 
in an earlier investigation of the shell structure. The computed natural 
frequencies for the first six modes and their comparison with the experi­
mental frequencies are given in Appendix VIII. It is seen from the comparison 
that both analytical and experimental frequencies agree very closely with 
each other. The maximum error of the analytical values is only 4. 8 percent, 
occurring in the third mode of Model 1. All other deviations are less than 
3 percent. The axial shock responses calculated by the computer program 
and their experimental counterparts are all shown in Appendix VIII. A 
portion of the results on two similar shells, Models Z and 3 (See Reference 13) 
are also illustrated in the Appendix for comparison. In these figures, the 
time-histories of experimental data and analytical solutions are arranged in 
pairs corresponding to a particular axial location. The close resemblance 
in wave forms between analytical and experimental results proves the 
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repeated computations that the shape of the computed response can be almost 
identical to the test results if the input pulses in both cases have the same 
form. If only the major portion of the test pulse is used for computation, 
the wave form of the aiialytical response will deviate somewhat; however, 
the maximum response remains unaffected. Shock response in other direc­
tions may be computed from the axial response using force-displacement and 
stress-strain relationships, or by a three-dimensional shell approach. 
The analytical solutions of axial shock transmissibility in terms of 
shock load factors versus axial stations have been plotted by computer and 
are presented in the same Appendix. From these plots, it can be seen how 
the shock loads transmit along the axial direction of the vehicle structure. 
The experimental data of shock transmissibility are also given in the figures 
of the Appendix and show a close agreement with the theoretical solutions. 
AXIAL SHOCK RESPONSE 
Upon a review of the many interesting test data, including acceleration 
density spectrum and time histories of the axial shock response cases for 
the unloaded shell (Model No. 1) which were reported separately in Refer­
ence 13, some results directly related to this study were extracted and are 
listed in Appendix XIV. The shock load factor, defined as the ratio of maxi­
mum response to maximum input, is obtained by dividing the maximum 
acceleration response at each location of the test model by the maximum 
acceleration input. The test data of maximum shock responses are tabulated 
and the shock load factors from testing are listed in the Appendix. 'It can be 
observed from these tables how the axial shock loads transmit along the test 
models. The shock load factor serves as an indicator for shock magnifica­
tion; thus, it is called shock magnification factor or shock transmissibility. 
During the four test runs on Model No. 1, shell motions in the radial direction 
were also observed and recorded. The maximum responses to axial shock 
loads are listed in Table 13. 
LONGITUDINAL AND RADIAL OSCILLATION BY AXIAL EXCITATION 
. Vibration characteristics of mass-loaded and unloaded shell models 
were first studied by radial input and again by axial excitation. Appendix XII 
shows that the longitudinal oscillation of shell IV resulted from axial excita­
tions. These test data indicated that there are only two major longitudinal 
resonances within the frequency band 50-3000 Hz. Both resonances were 
higher than 500 Hz while other frequencies were not excited having very low 
amplitudes near the noise level. Radial shell vibrations induced by axial 
excitation follow the trend of longitudinal oscillation as shown in AppendixXIll. 
From these data plots, it can be seen that radial responses also had only 
two major resonances corresponding to the longitudinal oscillation. Ampli­
tudes of other frequencies (radial or axial) in the band 50-3000 Hz were much 
lower than the two major radial resonances. 
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In comparison of the axially induced longitudinal and radial vibration 
characteristics, it is found that both longitudinal and radial vibrations 
resemble each other in the response pattern, having two major resonances 
at their corresponding frequencies. The amplitudes of these major fre­
quencies are governed by the structural and damping characteristics and 
the transmissibility of force from longitudinal to radial direction which 
excites the radial modes. 
A comparison of shell vibration excited axially and radially shows a 
compatibility between the two cases, although the two axially excited 
frequencies may not be the major ones in a radially excited resonant spectrum. 
Also, many radially induced significant resonances are not outstandingly 
excited by axial inputs. However, other frequencies may be excited by either 
one or both excitations, depending on structural properties, imperfections 
and the condition of excitation. 
RADIAL AND LONGITUDINAL SHOCK RESPONSE 
Shell motions in both radial and longitudinal directions excited by an 
axial impulse were experimentally measured in both time and frequency 
domains (shock wave propagation plots and acceleration spectral density 
plots) and are shown in Appendix XIV. Test results indicated that the shock 
waves propagated longitudinally and radially along the shell structures with 
amplifications only at frequencies near the major resonances as expected. 
These shock tests agree with the transient dynamic response theory, showing 
no amplification of shock waves other than those of critical frequencies. 
Mass-loading effects had no significant influences on shock wave responses 
with the shell IV tests since the major frequencies changed only slightly with 
the light weight masses (MZ); however, there were some primary shock 
peaks attenuated by the coupling of two resonances (beating). 
STUDY OF IMPERFECTION, CALIBRATION AND LINEARITY 
An automatic setup of a proximity gage was used to survey the geo­
metrical and physical imperfections of the shell structure and to calibrate 
the measurements for linearity checking. These experimental data are 
shown in Appendixes X and XI. A plot of the force responses for different 
modes under incrementally increased excitation levels shows a favorable 
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EFFECTIVE FORCING AREA AND MODAL STUDIES 
Refined measurements of the localized shell response around the 
attached mass (MZ) were made to investigate the possible abrupt change of 
the vibratory pattern and to determine the effective forcing area induced by 
The data are shown in Appendix IX, indicating nothe added mass (M2). 
m-n modes for almost all of thelocalized abrupt change. A mapping of the 
significant frequencies was conducted and is presented in Appendixes XV and 
XVI. Appendix XVII shows the theoretically computed modes and frequencies. 
These studies all indicate that no significant localized abrupt change by these 
light weight masses was found on the response mode. It is, hence, believed 
that vibration mode shape may be used to determine the effective forcing 
area for shell IV type of structure.. 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
Radial and axial transmissibility characteristics of typical rocket 
vehicle structures, is an important problem for the design of advanced aero­
space systems, modification of current vehicles, shock and vibration 
analyses,, and establishing environmental dynamic requirements. An inves­
tigation of the transmissibility characteristics and the related problems 
requires a comprehensive and unusual experimental and analytical study 
which is somewhat beyond the specified program effort; such a study program 
and additional effort has been successfully completed and the results can be 
concluded as follows: 
1. 	 Without a study of the transmissibility characteristics, dynamic 
analyses become incomplete and have little practicability. 
Z. 	 A discrete mass, even a small one, attached to a shell structure 
may have significant effects upon the shell vibration character­
istics. These significant effects include the shift of natural fre­
quencies, eliminations of resonances, attenuation in responses 
and change of mode shapes. 
3. Efficient methods have been developed for analyzing vibration of 
mass-loaded and unloaded shell structures in addition to beam, 
plate, honeycomb plate, and ring structures. 
4. 	 Theoretical solutions by a series expansion technique, finite­
element method, and a beam approach are favorably agreeable 
with test data 
5. 	 An unusual case of 'amplification in acceleration response instead 
of attenuation was found in this study with the particular mass­
loaded (very light weight masses) shell series. This unusual case 
was recorded by prolonged resonance dwell at merging 
frequencies. 
6. 	 The shell imperfection survey and the proof of linearity in meas­
urement can be easily accomplished by a special set-up of 
instrumentation. 
7. 	 The theoretical analysis and test data indicated that the mass 
affected, localized area (the effective forcing area) may be defined 
through modal investigations for lightweight mass-loaded cases. 




8. 	 Frequency-shifts for mass-loaded shells differed somewhat from 
those previously obtained for the cases of beams, plates and 
rings. Because of the motion of the mass interacted with the 
three-dimensional motions of the support structures, the effect 
of mass loading on shells caused a decrease in natural frequencies 
as expected; however, the frequency shifts became less significant 
as the attached mass increased. This information is presented 
in this report in the form of equations,, tables, plots, and non­
dimensional graphs for various applications. 
9. 	 Transmissibilities and attenuations followed a trend similar to 
that of beams, plates and rings but possessed special character­
istics; beam and plate cases provided a simple and concise mass­
loading effect while ring and shell cases resulted in a more 
complicated phenomenum. 
10. 	Mass-loading also caused changes in mode shapes and disappear­
ance of some modes at the mass mounting location; however, 
these phenomena of shells deviated from that of beams, plates 
and rings and were demonstrated by test data and computer 
solutions in this report. 
11. 	 The free vibration characteristics of mass-loaded shells can 
be solved analytically by the Fourier series-expansion technique, 
which gives closed-form and nearly exact solution, depending on 
the shell equations used. This method required the use of four 
summations of the m n i j terms rather than two summations 
of m n terms to describe the interacted motion. 
iZ. 	 The finite-element method can be a convenient tool in solving the 
free vibration problem of a complicated mass-loaded shell 
structure; however, the method requires an elaborate element­
model, very large matrix iteration process and a high cost in 
computer operation. 
13. 	 Application of the series expansion technique to a beam approach 
in computing the shock responses resulted in a surprisingly 
accurate solution in comparison with experimental shock wave 
propagation data. 
14. 	 The developed experimental and instrumentation techniques per­
mitted continuous plotting of mode shapes and produced meaningful 
data for immediate evaluation during the test. This special setup 
permitted study accomplishment beyond program requirements. 
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15. 	 Sufficient data has been obtained for smaller mass ratios to 
better define the mass-loading phenomena for shell structures. 
16. 	 Transmission and attenuation characteristics (y) follow the 
equation y = A + B which was previously established in the n
X

related programs (References 11 and 12). The coefficients A, B 
and n can be determined from the transmissibility plots in con­
junction with firing test data and some consideration for design 
safety. 
As a general conclusion to the study, a general trend of mass-loading 
effects on shock and vibration of beam, plate, honeycomb plate, ring and 
shell structures has been established and the prediction methods have been 
developed empirically and theoretically wherever possible. It essentially 
provided urgently needed empirical information for practical applications 
and developed a basis toward the further understanding of the thus far-theoret­
ically unsolvable problem in dynamics. Some further investigations and 
refined studies are needed and recommended as follows: 
1. 	 An impedance study in conjunction with this program. 
2. 	 Further theoretical development of the forced response problems 
and the mass-loading effects mechanism. 
3. 	 Application of the results in conjunction with static firing and 
flight tests data to develop environmental dynamic requirements 
for advanced systems. 
4. 	 A forced response study for further development in defining 
the effective forcing areas. 
5. 	 Refinement of the closed-form exact-solution approach and 
finite-element technique for shock and vibration analyses of 
typical rocket vehicle structures. 
6. 	 Application of results to solve bracketry problems, definition of 
support structures, design of local structures, and test and 
evaluation of components. 
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Table.II-1 Comparison of Frequencies and Attenuation 
-Characteristics, Radial Vibration Test Data 
of Shell IV 
Run No 0-1-R 2-3- R 3-3- R 4-3-R 5-3- R 7-3-R 8-3-R 9-3-R 10-3-R 
M2 1M 1 0 006 0.0Z5 0 05 0.075 0.1 0 32 0 60 0.82 1 7 
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o G2/G 1 1.0 0 44 0.42 0.44 (0.38) (0 24) (0.42) 0 3 02 
(0 52) (0 64) (8.0) (8.16) (I0) (046) 
Fro 142.0 141 5 141.4 141.0 141 0 140 6 139 0 138 1 134 8 
f2/f
I 
10 0 995 0 994 0499z 0 992 0.99 0.98 0 972 0 95 
Acce 3.4 Z 7 2 6 2z 2 z 1 9 1 7 1 1 0.9 
(g's) ........ (2 4) (z 5) (Z 8) (2.9) 
GZ/G1 1 0 0 784 0.765 0.647 0 647 0.558 0 5 0 3Z4 0 65 
Fret 170.0 167 5 165.0 164 0 163.0 16Z 0 160 0 157 9 152.6 
1 0 0.989 0.971 0.965 0.96 0.951 0-942 0 929 0 898 
{ Aced 5.4 5.0 4.7 3 4 3 3 2 9 z 0 1 4 0 6 
r (4.3) 
G2/G1 1 0 0.925 0.87 0.63 0 61 0.537 0 37 0 Z6 0.1ll 
Frog 212 0 211.0 210.0 209.0 Z08. 0 205.0 201 0 198.4 193.5 
z/h1 1.0 0 995 0.99 0.985 0.981 0.967 0 95 0 936 0 912 
(gs)c 5 62 4.75 4.6 4.3 4.3 34 2.9 2.4 1.z 
G/GO 1.0 0 845 0.82 0.765 0.765 0.605 0.516 0.428 0 214 
Fret, 229.0 ZZ8 4 228 1 227.9 227.6 225.7 224., 222.0 210 0 
1.0 0 998 0.997 0 994 0 993 0 984 0.98 0.97 0 9z 
Ace.. 14.2 12 6 13.1 6.5 6.9 5.8 3.4 2 6 1 1 
4 0GI 1.0 0 89 0.9z 0 458 0 486 0 409 0 24 0 183 0.078 
Fr,,' 279 9 279 7 279 5 279 2 279 0 278 0 276 7 275 7 270.0 
ftf0 1 0 0 999 0 999 0.998 0.997 0.994 0 99 0.975 0 96 
AMccl 65 62 53 44 35 31 Z4 19 10 
G2G 1 1 0 0 955 0 815 0 677 0 54 0 478 0 37 0 293 0.154 
(Fro 303.0 30Z 2 30Z 0 301 8 301.6 300 3 299.5 299 0 294 0 
fz/fl 1 0 
di (gls) 9 0 7.5 7 2 3 9 5 1 2 6 Z 6 1.Z 0 
> G0 1 1.0 0.834 0.8 0.434 0.566 0.289 0 289 0.133 0 
Fr., 368 0 367.7 366.5 365.5 364.5 363 0 360.0 358.7 350.0 
E241 1 0 0.996 0.995 0.994 0.993 0.99 0.98 0.975 0 951 
Acel 9 6 6.7 6.0 4 6 5.3 4.3 3 8 2.8 1 z 
G0/G 1.0 0 695 0.625 0.48 0.55 0.447 0 396 0 292 0.125 
466.0 467 8 467.5 467.2 466 9 466 0 462 5 457.0 453.0 
fzlfl 1.0 0.999 0 999 0 998 0 997 0 996 0 988 0 976 0.969 
(gco 11.7 4.9 4 0 3 4 3.8 2 0 0.9 0 8 0 6 
G/G1 1 0 0.418 0.342 0.29 0.325 0 171 0.077 0 068 0 051 
SSD 6-i669-766 
' 
 Space Division 
NorthAmencan Rockwell 
Table TTT-1. Comparison of Frequencies and Attenuation 
Characteristics, Radial Vibration Test Data 
of Shell IV (Cont) 








































o 0/0l 1.0 0.603 0 535 0.44 0.398 0 315 0.178 0 151 0.0685 





















G0/G 8.0 0.7Z4 0.715 0 495 0. 426 0.228 0.0685 0.53Z 0 
Freq 579 0 579.0 578 8 578.6 578 5 578.3 578.0 577 5 0 


























































































































































































































































































North Amencan Rockwell 
Table III-1. Comparison 61 Frequencies and Attenuation 
Characteristics, Radial Vibration Test Data. 
of Shell IV (Cont) 
Run No 0-1-R 
-3-R 3-3-R 4-3-R 5-3-R 7-3-R 8-3-fR 9-3-fR 10-3-R 
0.006 0.025 0.05 0.075 0 1 0 3Z O 60 0 82 1.7 
S lops) 120. 0 0201 0 1200 0 1200.0 1200 0 1200 0 1199.0 IZ00.0 0r21f, 1 0 0999 0998 0.998 0.998 0.998 0 997 0 998 0 
(g's) 8 3 5.1 4 7 4.4 3 8 1 5 0.6 0 4 0G2/Ga 1.0 0 615 0 566 0.53 0.458 0.18 0.072 0.048 0 
Freq
l Ips) 1295.0 1295.0 1295 0 195 0 1294.0 1294 0 294 0 0Z95 0 
"z/fj 1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 999 0 999 0 999 0 
Accl 10.4 1 2 0 9 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 0 
, GZ/ 1 01 0.231 0.115 0.086 0 057 0 048 0 048 0.009 0 
(cps) 13115 1311.0 1311.0 1309.0 1307.0 1305.0 0 0 0 
o / 1 0 0.999 0 999 0 998 0 996 0 995 0Accol 0 0 

















Figure II-I. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Figure 111-2. Mass-Loading Effect 
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Figure 111-3. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 3 (rn=l, n=5) 
SD 69-766
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Figure 111-4. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
 



















Figure 111-5. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Figure 111-6. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 

















Figure 111-7. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure I1-8. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Figure 111-9. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure III-10. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 10, (m2, n=9) 
111-13 
SD 69-766 
19 Space Division 
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Figure Ill-11. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 11, (m=6, n=8) 
111-14 
SD 69-766 

















Figure III-12. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 12, (m=6, n=6) 
111-15 
SD 69-766 
Adlb Space Division 
North Amencan Rockwell 
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Figure 111-13. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure 111-14. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure Il-15. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure 111-16. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure 111-17. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 17, (m=9, n=10) 
I-20 
SD 69-766 
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Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 18, (m=9, n10) 
111-2 1 
SD 69-766 
Adlb Space Division 
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Figure 111-19. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell IV, Mode 19, (m=5,n=13) 
S6-22 
SD 69-766 
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Figure III-20. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
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Figure 111-21. Mas -Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
 
Shell IV, Mode Zl, (m=7, n=7)
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Figure I1-ZZ. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 



















Figure III-Z3. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration- Response of 
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Figure III-Z4. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
 






IV. MASS-LOADING EFFECTS ON FREQUENCY AND ATTENUATION
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SHELLS I AND II
 
Table IV-l. Vibration Test Data of Shell I Excited by Electroinductance 
Shaker, One Accelerometer on Shell 
Run 
Number 0-2 la-2 1-2 2-2 3-2 4-2 5-2 6-2 7-2 8-2 
M2/M1 0 0.16 0.32 0.60 0.82 1.40 1.90 2.86 3.84 4.90 
m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
n 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
0) Freq. cps 87.5 87.1 86.4 84.2 82.6 76.5 71.5 63.7 57.4 52.1 
0 f2/fl 1.0 0. 995 0.987 0.962 0.944 0. 875 0.817 0. 728 0. 655 0. 596 
Accel. g's 2.50 2.40 2.25 2.10 1.98 1.52 1.28 0.87 0.57 0.43 
G 2/G1 1. 0 0.96 0.90 0.84 0.791 0. 608 0.512 0.348 0.228 0. 172 
m 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
n 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 
0) 
Freq. cps 128.6 128.0 127.0 124.5 123.1 119.6 118.0 115.4 114.4 113.8 
0 f2/fl 1.0 0.995 0.986 0.968 0.958 0.930 0.918 0.897 0.890 0.885 
Accel. g's 4.62 3.7 3.4 3.05 2.86 1.58 1.28 0.,57 0.44 0.34 
G2/G 1 1.0 0.800 0.735 0.660 0.619 0.342 0.277 0.123 0.095 0. 074 
0' 
10 
1- m 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 
0M__ 
' n 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 o ") 
c Freq. cps 141. 5 141.0 140.3 139.4 138.7 137.7 136.1 136.8 136.5 136.2 > C 
/f1.0 0.995 0.991 0.985 0.980 0.972 0.962 0.966 0.965 0.963 n. < 
Accel. g's 1.75 1.64 1.55 1.35 1.23 0.99 0.47 0.46 0.34 0.27 Z " 
G2/G 1 1.0 0.936 0.885 0.772 0.702 0.565 0.268 0.263 0. 194 0. 154 
Table IV-l. Vibration Test Data of Shell I Excited by Electroinductance 
Shaker, One Accelerometer on Shell (Cont) 
Run 
Number 0-2 la-2 1-2 2-2 3-2 4-2 5-2 6-2 7-2 8-2 
M2/M 1 0 0.16 0.32 0.60 0.82 1.40 1.90 2.86 3.84 4.90 
.m 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
n 3 3 3 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 
"' Freq. cps 233.9 232.2 230.7 228.5 228.1 226.7 226.1 223.2 226.7 226.3 
f2/fj 1.0 0.998 0.987 0.977 0.975 0.970 0.967 0.954 0.970 0.968 
Accel. (g's) 7.0 6.1 4.96 3.93 3.3 1.72 1.24 0.46 0.46 0.54 
G2/G 1 1.0 0.870 0.707 0.561 0.471 0.246 0.177 0.066 0.066 0.077 
m 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 
N 
n 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Freq. cps. 279.0 278.6 278.2 277.3 276.1 274.9 274.3 275.1 274.9 273.0 
0 f2/f I 1.0 0. 998 0. 997 0. 993 0. 990 0. 985 0. 983 0. 986 0. 985 0.978 
Accel. (g's) 2.51 1.51 1.42 1.0 0.97 0.52 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.14 
0n 










Table IV-2. Vibration Test Data of Shell II Excited by Electroinductance 
Shaker, 20 Accelerometers on Shell 
Run Number 







































































































































































































Table IV4Z. Vibration Test Data of Shell II Excited by Eledtroinductance 
Shaker, 20 Accelerometers on Shell (Cont) 
Run Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Figure IV-2. Mass-Loading Effect on Natural Frequencies 
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Figure IV-9. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Figure IV-10. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of 
Shell I, Mode 4 
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Figure IV-12. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Figure IV-14. Mass-Loading Effect on Acceleration Response of
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Tab e V-1. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, W = 0. 004 Pound 
FRFOWENC I F S 
(PADIANS7 PFQ SE£CrNr? (RATANS DFP SFCnNn) (CVCLFS Dop aRC')) 
I I.OqSI0(F 0- 3.3098960F 0' 5.267Q34f 0 1 
P 1.6643P909 05 4.07Q6P75F 02 6.4q4O9 R n 13 2.qO?44S7c 05 5.29381 F or 02 8.4?53760r 01
4 4.701040OE 05 6.i70&70c f 	 1.0n1?373= r.S 0 .3??1362P 0- Q.6552?4AP n2 l.53667RF 0' 
6 1.57316CF n6 l.?5427q0F 03 i.0q624RQF P 
7 1.9A12410E 06 1.4075A62r 01 2.74013' r A7
 
3.2041C10E 06 1.8149658r (3 2.PR4084C 02S.7q4C90CE C 06 1.9463923F 0' .- 77A6' r?
1r L.0902-F CA 2.0008792F n 3.1P44046F 0'




12 1.90702q8r 04 3:47557h€ o 
 5.9T1470vF 0?
 
1'. !.670AC76E 07 4.C986523 ml A.q22120 
0214 2-6692294t r7 5.1664402F 08.???6A60r 02
 
'q 3.4074416E 07 
 5.qI3q	 4 c fl 0.4177049F 0;16 4.63783$PP 07 6.PCqP1sO 
 03 1.0P3R'0tF 03
 




 r.1Q63'r04IQ85-A4' 1.75140609 "3jP
0 1.27P7546P OP !.13OR2031 04 
 1.7007581P 02
 
1.00O26974E 0P 1.41162Q3r 04 2.?4A67QqF Q

P.41397305
21 32Cr 0.9$ 1 04 2.250490F 03 
22 ?.133003*5 08 1.4604461P nl4 2.A243743AP r3
23 ?.56Q06A2P OP 1.60301945 04 
 2.5912854F 01
 
.*.J34694 P7 08 1.67733q5P 04 
 2.A69q7(Y n3
 
25 '.06262QE 0P 1.7?12445 04 2.7304-82F O3
2A 	 '.774474'? 0q 1.0428004r 04 3.G92C57 01 
27 3.9510477F 0$ 1.A77242F 04 3.1A39642F 03
2R 4.0335693P OP 2.0CR3746C 04 
 3.1964304E 0'
 
29 4.4161613c OP 7.1014664F ('4 
 1.3445908P n3 
i 5.244P61&t 0 2.2q06166CC 04 3.6449195F 021 5.354R237F 0) 2.3140492P 04 3.682Q27 F 02
32 9.8887757F 08 
 2.4266797F 04 
 3.R62184AP r 
31 6.40650L3F 0P 2.548R238F 04 4.fP569g? $E C 
'4 6.58i67&6r 08 2.5692a24E 04 
 4.0927776C 0

'5 7.7653107F 08 2.6954238E 04 4.?Pqq23F 03

'6 8.16277505 08 2.§570570P 04 
 4.4714$45 '03
 
A7 8.71182RrE OP 
 2.9515805F 04 
 4.6975898F C3
 
A 0.5821645E 0? 
 3.Q55070E 04 4.9266q62P 02
1o 0.5q97286E O ".0983426p 04 4.9311680E 03
6n 1.07?9Q00 Cc 3.2756523P 04 5.21336723 03
 
41 1.294S5r6r '0 
 3.5q44S 04 5.7rlfl430FO
 
42 1.3968IC'C3 On 3.7?29129E 04 
 5.9252031E 00
43 	 1.43427155 09 'A.7A7173F 04 6.0274844E 03
 
44 1.484577AE 00 3.8530210F 04 
 6.1322771F 0
45 1.5450C819 Cc 	 P
3.93065q0 04 6.255S437C 01
46 1.5656712- 09 3.q56856?E 04 
 6.2075352E 03 
47 1,6A7553 E On 4;0033523c'04 6.51Z777Sl07 
4Q 1.78052565 CS 4.21Q6273F 04 6.7157r00F 03
40 2.564916CP 09 
 5.C64500F 04 
 8.0604062E 03
 
C0 2.666855gq 0q 5.1641609E 04 
 8.21 0734P 03
51 	 2.84021'E 09 
 5.330C292F 04 
 8.'PI0117F 03
 
52 3.0896581E Oq 5.5584691F 04 
 R.R46550E 03
53 4.3Q1959E 09 6.5872 62E 10I-'405S 0-r
54 '.447133?c 09 6.6686812F 04 
 1.0613R435 04
55 4.62686gF on 6.801750OF 04 1.0A2q32R5 04
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Table V-2. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, MZ = 0. 0ZZ Pound 
FRFQIJENCTES 
fRAPIANS2 PFQ SECCNr') [RADIANS PFP SCCN) (CYCLFS OCR SCCOND)
 
I 1.0917287F 05 3.3041309F fP 5.7586014E 01
 
2 1.6573250E 05 4.0710294C C? 6.47074-? P ('
2.7912756f 05 5.293252OF 02 8.40RP61? 0'
 
4.6q411lqF 09 6.P5115749 02 I.n0042?ql 079.2153531P 05 0.6516064P C2 1.5361021C 0? 
A 1.52679009 06 I.23.6170F 03 1.066rV91E 0'
 
7 1.9802QICE 06 1.4072288C 03 
 ?.?396762P 0?
 
S3.2Q978Or OA 1. 13775or 02 2.AR67161 C0? 
0 3.6257040E 06 1.904127qF 0- 3.C-r51F 0? 
IC '.789201CF 0F I.9463301r n1 3.CQ7AI13C 09 
1! °.'70004CE 06 3.1098C76F 03 4.9404165C 02
 
12 1.17'7BAE 07 3.431R04qF r, .4618021C A? 
13 1.6785077C 07 4.0969q70p 01 6.520515 IF 9
14 2.4402502r 07 4.0489q61? )3 7.765771E 02
 
I 1.4941264P87 5.q111133C 03 0.4C7926QC 02 
!6 4.6156464E 07 6.8085947C 03 1.0836160C )­
17 8.4096976E C7 0.1157539P 02 '.4509 1A6F 03
 
IF 1.2109658E 08 1.100-43875 04 1.7514041c 03
 
IQ 1.2783590F 08 1.1306422F 04 1.7994746r 01 
90 1.q322206E OR 1.3°0C434F 04 2.2121747P C1
 
21 l.044144qRF Q 1.3943258F 1)4 2.2191404F 03 
22 I.99?549E 08 1.4139500E 04 p.25037A3r C' 
23 2.5585664C OP 1.5Q95516E 04 ?.5457A76F 03 
24 2.8096256E 08 1.6761937C 04 2.6677476F O
 
7r 2.9623322F 08 1.7211426F 04 2.73q?R59E 03
 
26 3.770f1300P 0 1.q418645E 04 '.0905762F 03 
'7 3.9510477E 08 1.9877242F 04 3.1635642F 02
 
2p 4.0000433E 08 2.0000082E 04 3.1R31147C 03
 
29 4.4197133E 08 2.1013598E 04 3.14441E 03
 
'0 C.2425242 ! 2.?P96550 3.6441CA8? 03OP 04 
31 5.3451001E 08 2.3097855F 04 4.6761414F OA 
3? C.AP36531E 08 2.4256242E 04 2.A6050449 03 
23 6.41682469 08 2.5?31469E 04 .0'16323E O2 
34 6.?5788?E 08 2.5545621F 04 4.C657156F 03 
?5 7.2625860E 08 2.6949187F 04 4.'89CQ77C 02 
46 8.162698lE 08 2.8570434? 04 4.5471289F 03 
37 8.7112627E 08 2.9514848E 04 4.6Q74375E 03 
38 Q.5I&8869 08 2.0953077 04 4.q2648C05 03 
30 q.599732R9 OR 3.0983434F 04 4.Q31680E 03 
40 1.07299009 o0 3.2756523E 04 5.2113672E 02 
41 1.2937S51E 09 -3.3-6AbT- '-5-72Zg1i2;f 61 
42 1.1856256F 00 3.7223992E 04 5.243867F 034A 1.43300q9E 09 3.785510QC 04 6.0248320E 03 
44 1.4845581P 00 3.8529961 04 6.1372383E 03 
45 1.5387436E 09 3.9226820E 04 6.2431445F 03 
46 1.5636265F 09 3.9F42715E 04 6.2q34219F 03 
47 1.66902639 (q 4.0 71'7- 0 4 6.5026602E OT 
4A 1.7643622E 09 4.2004312E 04 6.685199? 03
 
40 ?.562A4161 09 5.0624516E 04 A.057i4849 03
 
50 2.66300369 0q 5.1604297E 04 8.2130959F O2
 
51 
 2.839C3599 0q 5.32826059 04 8.4801053E*03
 
5? 3.089658CE 09 5.55846059 04 8.8465859F 0353 4.338O6 5-W-0 73196393mE -0-41 -nrcwnr7E-O4­
54 4.4467159P Cq 6.6683687E 04 1.061404TE 04
 
55 4.61QO223F 09 6.7963375E 04 I.o086715E 04
 







North Amencan Rockwell 
Table V-3. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, MZ = 0. 044 Pound 
FREQUENCTFS
 
PAPTANS2 PFP SECCNE21 (RADTANS PQ SECOND) (CYCI FS PIR sWCO"nI 
1.0043631E 0 3.3081152F 09 5.2650110P CI 
1.6510562F 05 4.063317Qc 02 5.&66976 9 01 
3.7q? 1 1 ]QF 05 5.274r728E 02 R.347q1OC C! 
4 4.6877212F 05 6.84660105 02 I.uRQ6R~q 02 
S 9.316Q7CCE 05 9.652441FA? 1.53A2qq 02

F l.4733COE 06 1.?12 60F 01 1.O l1SC r-2
 
7 1.qQl09AF 06 1.40683q4F 03 2.230(564E 0' 
A 3.24701405 06 I.gCtq473F 03 2.P678Q06c C'9 3.28452qnS 06 .ql236qr C' ?.qR44C02P rIC .7P743p'r 06 1.Q461340E C3 3.CO7370hF 02 
1' 9.67CR480E C6 3.lOq7q 10'A 4.04Q4f191 0212 1.1&74900E 07 3.39007r2' 0' S.-794qOSr 02 
1 1.676R840P 07 4.094417q 03 6.91730719 02 
14 2.2228P32E 07 4.7147461r 01 7.C037573 02 
15 3.4 97??E 07 9.9C76016F 03 0.402?485F C?16 4.633rSP4F 07 6.PC70?34r 03 I.C3V723' O3 
17, R.3OQ6q76E 07 9.1157 9C 03 1.450nq14E 0 
18 1.21C0638E 08 1.1004179E n4 1.7514020 C C 1
 19 1.2778645E 0 1.130426AE 04 1.'0tI313' 03 
20 1.72?5376C 0F 1.3151187C 04 ?.0930784F ('21 I. A8q96oCF 08 1.3733023E 04 2.1356q04= 0322 1.qQ173lF 08 1.41302l1F 04 2.2901'74E 03 
23 2.9450371F 08 1.5q53172F 04 2.R3QC286E 03 
24 2.8051277E 0E 1.6748512E 04 2.665610RF 03
2' 2.9619046E OP 1.7210184E 04 2.7390884F 03 
26 3.7661414E 08 1.0400547E 04 3.08R6506F 03 
27 3.9510477E O .9877242F 04 3.1639642E 03
 
28 3.9639010c OP 1.9909773' 04 3.16874177 032q 4.41522435 09 2.1012434E 04 3.344235AE 0 
1r 5.2396314r 0A 2.?890238" 04 3.6410070P 03
 
3l 5.311157AE OF ?.304594qE 04 3.A678801C 0332 5.87752%6F O 2.4;243617r C, 3.8594951F 03 
33 6.3324211F 08 2.5164301F 04 4.00502669 0334 6.476097S 0P 2.5448566E 04 4.0502688C 03 
35 7.2593459P OR 2.6043172r 04 4.28RI4065 0336 8.162613AE 08 2.8570285E 04 4.5471055F 03
 
37 '8.7106330E 0F 2.95137815 04 4.6Q7?656F 03 
i8 Q.5806771E O 3.0952668r 04 4.q262734F 03
30 0.5Q07338$ oe 3.Cq83434F 04 4.9311680E 03 
40 1.07299027 O 3.2756527F 04 5.211367?' 03
41 1.29r44135 Ot 5 "-5;.219Toq O 
42 1.3851727= 0C 3.717-06E 04 5.0?34180E 034- 1.4314C9QF 09 3.7833977F 04 6.0214687F 03
44 1.4845 56E OS 3.8520668F 04 6.1321914E 03 
45 1.5316616' C 3.9136473P 04 6.2287656a 03 
46 1.5610824r oq 
 3.9510IlF 04 6.28830089 03 
47 1.6625516E O *.-0774"qgr o-4 A;480451rF OS 
48 1.747916E Oq 4.1818555F 04 6.656138F 03 
40 2.54010'gP OS 5.0597469F 04 8.C528437' 0350 2.658497" Oq 5.1560966C 04 8.2061750E 0351 2.8369096t OS 5.3262645E 04 8.4770195E 01 52 ?.nP96584' C5 5.5584695F 04 8.8465859 03
 
'31 4. 3 367Cq6-S - 0 -6-; ---0-4 
r4 4.4462203F 0( 6.667q9375 04 1.0612449E 04 
qq 4.6106706F 0q 6.7901875E 04 1.0806926E 04
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Table V-4. Theoretical Solutions, Synunetrical Case, N2 = 0. 066 Pound 
FRFOUENCTES
 
(RADIANS2 PFP SFrrNC2) (RACTIANS PER SFCOND) (CYCLFS PFR SFcnNr)
 
I.C98905CE O9 3.3149731E qP 
 5.2750476F 01 














7 1.q78215CF C6 1.4064902E1 03 2.23A50nc n? 



























q. Q6594!: 0? 













20 1.9610576E 08 1.24(7828E 04 1.Q890930P 03 
?1 1.82Q32C08 OP 1.3525281E 04 2.1526104E 03 
2? 1.qqOqzAF 00 1.413826E 04 ?.202820F 03 









































'4 6.43894513F 0 2.5375C74F 04 4.0385723E 03 
35 7.2561818F 08 2.6q37301F 04 4.2872070 03 
















1.2pj f I1 0; 
3.2756523C 04 
";- a 4z r -- -
5.2133672E 03 
























77P804- 6'E7-42 013 
6.63211331E 03 
40 2.5571144. 09 5.0567918c 04 8.04RI406F 03 











54 4.44575333E 09 6.6676437F 04 
 1.0611895F 04
 
55 4.602c087 05 6.7844687C n4 1.079824F 04
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Table V-5. 	 Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, MZ = 0. 089 Pound 
FRFOUFNC IE
 
(RADIANS2 PER 	SECCNC2 (RATIANS PFR SECOND CYCLFS P=Q 
ScrnfN)
 
I 	 1.996019F 0 3.3099P94F 02 5.76nqo9 01 
1.6123q56E 0 4.0407905F C? 6.430126 8C 01
2.'570687F (,A 5.2507798E 
02 8.396P81 7C C!
 4 4.6660662F 05 6.8308594F G? 
 JOA71A60C 02

V 	 9.3068CnOO 05 9 .647 17 93E O 
 l.353O'OF 02
A 	 i.17?40F 06 
 1.1706q36E n3 1.863?l'q4F 02
7 	 1.9772520C 06 1.4061479F 03 ?.737q961r 07

P 	 2.6622800V06 1.6116494F r'3 2.50483OP 0?
9 	 '.27405205 06 1.8094341E C3 2.8798047C 02 
10 	 3.7862230E 06 1.9458218C 0 .PQAP72AE C2
11 	 0.671036OF 06 3.ICQ8289E 03 4.9494r07r 0?
12 	 1.n749923r 07 3.2787075E 01 5.?18230OF 0213 	 1.6735580E 07 4.0909143E 01 6.5108'84E 02
14 	 1.86078565 C7 4.3136797E 0' 6.964103C 0?
 
15 '.491307?t (7 5.QO02578C 
 C3 	 0.V)50991F 02
16 	 4.6'94800F C7 6.8040273F 01 1.0PRnq5C 01
17 	 8.o0q6912r 07 q.11575OF CI 1.450817'4F O
!8 	 I.,I9589F OP 1.10043S5 04 1.7513')99 03
19 	 1.276875E OP.129989104 t.79q4351F 
 03
 
20 1.4142661E 08 1.18922895 04 1.99271935





2? 	 1.QqQOClRE 08 1.4138605F 04 ?.2902310F 03
23 	 2.5171870F 0P 1.5865645F 04 C
?.o2qeC 8l 03
?4 	 2.796428PF 08 1.67225?3E 04 2.6614746E 03
 
7r 	 2.9610086E 0? 1.7207r7RE 04 
 2.7386736C 03
26 	 3.75510505 08 1.9178605E 04 3.0841036F 
r
 
27 	 '.9038003E 08 1.9758035F 04 
 3.1445918E 03
 
28 ?.q510426E 00 1.9877227E 04 3.16356185 03
 
?q 4.4142566F nP 2.1010179C 04 3.3438689E n3
30 5.2336282E 0P. 2.2877125F 04 
 3.64101JO1 03
31 	 5.2624922F 08 2.2940121 04 3.65103 71E 03
 
5.8697390 08 2.4218254r 04 3.q54458SE 03
3 	 6.19S2826F 0? 2.48863055 04 
 3.q607A20 0"1
 
M4 6.4088602C 08 2.5315727F 04 
 4.0291267F 03

'5 	 7.2529910E 08 2.6931301F 04 
 4.286250CE 03

'6 8.1624602C 08 2.8570020F 04 4.5470625F o3
37 R.7093043E Oe 2.9511527E 04 
 4.6969062E 03

'8 	 9.5790541C 08 3.0950047E 04 
 4.9259555E 03 
3Q 9.59973635 08 3.0983437F 04 4.9311719F 0340 1.0790Q02E (q 3.2756527E 04 5.21336725 03 
41 t.897 F (qI-."IT52 
-W5TT35 -7175 116 5442 1.3842819E 09 3.7205937E 04 5.9215117E 03 
41 1.4279654E o 3.77884305 04 6.0142187C 0344 I.4A44C3 85 oq 3.852(129F 04 6.1321055E 0345 1.51PSCIE 09 3.8971809C 04 6.2025586F 0346 1.55575835E 0 3.q443102E 04 6.7775703. 03

47 	 1.6 I 52qE o9-
-A.~~r0 6."4671680E -03­48 1.7260588E Oq 4.1545863F 04 6.6122344E 03
4q 2.5537159C 09 5.0534301E 04 
 R.0427891E 03
50 2.6500047r O 57147819E5 04 8.1930156r 03
51 2.8331036 C9 5.3226906F 04 8.4713320F 03
 
r2 3.0896584E o 5.5584695E 04 
 S.846RR59F 03 
g;1- 4.3-4n 67 U- W.3WAfl75F 0U417 67504;4 	 4.4452700E n; 6.6672812F 04 1.0611316E 04
55 	 4.5953597P 09 6.7789062E 04 
 1.07Ft073F 04
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Table V-6. Theoretical Solutions, Symmnetrical Case, 2 = 0. 28 Pound 
FREOUFNCI16
 
(PArIANS2 PFR SFCCNr2) (RADIANS PER SECnND) (CYCLES OPR SFCNmf)
 
I 1.0943425E 0'j 3.3080P35E 02 5.264oq 2 6 E 01 9 1.5529931E 05 3.9408032P (? 6.271087F 01
 
2.6387187E G5 
 5.1368457E 02 8.175550g 01
 
4.5946475E 05 6.7783813F O2 
 1.07q13QF OP 
q.? 8 6 7 3 3 1 F 05 q.667676F C? 1.533740SF 026 1.00?0239F 06 1.0010112E 03 
 1.5931602r .?
 
1.1555360F 06 1.1642747E 03 1.8530023F (?
P 1.9693750F 06 1.4033442E 02 2.231413AF 02
3.2319150F n6 1.7977527F 03 ?.961?134F 02
 
iC '.781481OF 06 1.9446030E 03 3.094)341C 02
11 8.1RQ0470E 06 2.86165116 0' C
4.5544620 02
12 9.6711520E C6 3.1098477F 03 
 4.949A00F C2
11 9.9457(6QE 06 3.1536956E 03 
 5.0102651P 02
 
14 1.660R750F 07 4.0753833F 03 
 6.48617Q2E 0?

I5 3.440068RP 07 
 5.8652070E 03 
 9.3347754 02
16 4.6140032F 07 6.7926445F 03 1.08CA40F 03
 
1] 7.0992832F 07 8.4257227F 03 €
1.3409q6A (3
18 8.30Q768qE 07 9.1157578F 03 
 1.4508191F 03
 
1q 1.210q354E OP 1.1004250E 04 
 1.7513823r 03
2r 1.2717306F 0 1.1277102E 04 
 1.7948081E 03
21 1.316886qE Oe 1.1475566F 04 1l.263q48F 03
 
22 1.0991605F O 1.4135679E 04 
 2.2497973S 03
23 2.1774-384F 08 1.5418941F 04 
 2.4540029F 03
 
24 2.7642035F O 
 i.s25891 04 2.6460950E 03
25 2.9571904E 08 1.7196508E 04 
 2.7369116c G3
26 3.6835072E 08 1.9192465E 04 3.9545784E 03
27 3.78443266 08 1.9453617E 04 
 3.0Q61421F 03
2A 3.Q510477F 08 1.9877242E 04 
 3.1639642F 03
 
?Q 4.4106342E 08 2.1001508F 04 3.3424968E 03
30 9.0695654E 08 2.2r15695E 04 3.5834875 
03
 
31 5.2057754F 08 2.2816168E 04 3.6313093E 03
?2 5.8161434E O 2.4116680E 04 3.R3B2q22F C3
33 q.90273 86 0 2.4295539F 04 3.8667988E 03
 
34 6.3424691E 08 2.5184258F 04 4.0C8202qE 03

'5 7.2281165E 08 2.6885156F 04 4.2789062E 03
 36 8.1617920F 08 2.85688486 04 
 4.5468750E 03
17 8.7036877. 08 2.9502012E 04 
 4;6953945E 03
 
-4. 5721933E 08 3.09389616 04 4.9240898F 03
3q 9.5997389 
 OF 3.983445E 04 4.9311719C 03 
40 1.0729900F 00 3.2756523E 04 5.2133672P 0341 1. 276qa864 E OC 3.T42fY 
-56873T 84r42 1.3809316E O9 3.7160887F 04 
 5.9141437. 03
43 1.4121213F 05 3.7578199E 04 5.9807617F 03
 
44 1.4778117F 05 3.A442316E 04 
 6.1182R916 03
45 1.4843666F 0; 3.8527477E 04 6.1318437F 03
46 1.5409646F 09 3.92551216 04 6.2476523F 03




48 1.6883896E 05 4.1090016r 04 6.5396836E 03
 
49 2.5155876F c 5.0155633E 04 
 7.9825734F 03
90 2.625qq27E 0S 5.1244441E 04 
 8.1558125E 03
51 2.82235?9E CS 5.31258206 04 8.4552422E 03
 
52 ?.0896'84E 09 5.5584695E 04 
 8.9465859E 03
 
53 V.sM-672W17MO - -- w6.fl4T~Urh-0----- f436T54 4. 416532E 09 6.6645687E 04 1.0607000E 04
5r 4.5462077E 09 6.7425562F 04 1.0731121E 04 
56 4.7487754E C7 6.89t13nlE 04 - 1.09675866 04 
V-6 
SD 69-766 
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Table V-7. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, M? = 0. 53 Pound 
FRCOOFNCIFS 



























































3.3425440F 07 3 
.49 28560E 07 
4.5965592E 07 
5.7814727F 01 





















































































































1.640 4S5 E' 9' 
1.87914q3F 09 
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Table V-8. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, MZ - 0. 7Z2 Pound 
FRFOUENCTEI;
 
(RADIANS? PFR SEcrNC?) (RADTANS PER SECONn) (CYCLFS PER SECOND)
 
1 I.qT451?E 05 3.2127783F 0 .272454AC 01 
? 1.35668?5E 05 3.6833154P C7 s.P621941F n(
' 2.352266?F 05 4.8500146C 02 ,'Jq0445F01 
4 4.43125565 05 6.6567676F 02 1.C5048g-F 02 
5 5.5q77444F fl 7.4F18066F 02 1.1007675F C?
 
6 5.66Q4R50E C9 7.5295776r 02 1.19R170rE 0?
 
7 0.22921505 O 
 Q.6C68799E 02 1.?92993rF O0
 
R .9574900E 06 1.3q7315?F 03 2.223S983P 62
 
a 3.1452490E 0( 1.773484qF 03 ?.qi2cOn3t 2?
 
10 3.76095qO 06 I.416382F 13 3.flOf214RC 0?
 
1 4.2137870E CC 2.0576167F 03 J.27471)F C? 
12 4.8658400E 06 2.20586477 03 3.10744sF 0? 
13 C.6710670F 06 3.1098340F 03 4.n40 4580F C7 
14 1.6338004r 07 4.042C70?P ) A.4330Tq7F O 
15 2.8942224E 07 5.3797969F C3 P.'62?lQ2F 0?16 3.3552928C 07 5.7924?83c 03 9.-10C381F C? 
17 4.5817312E 07 6.7688477F 03 .nT77p 036 4 F 18 7.44'0464E 07 R.6273036F 03 1.37305OIF O2 
19 8.309707?F 07 9.1157578E 03 1.45OR191F 03 
20 1.21086q6E OP 1.1003q4QF 04 1.7513345F 01 
2 1.7647256S O 1.1246000E 04 1.789858?5 03 
22 1.005q56F Ce 1.4127836E 04 2.24RrI69E C3 
23 2.0239446E O 1.4226539F 34 2.2642261F 03 
24 2.7003904F 08 1.645286's 04 2.6153739F 03 
25 2.9479475E 0P 1.7169586F 04 ?.326270E 03 
26 3.9so07305 O I.892]O78F 04 3.0113860F 03 
P7 1.7&&(574E OF 1.9?51891F 04 3.079q9l9 C3 
28 3.9510507E 08 1o.8772465 (4 3.1635649E 03 
2Q 4.4039219E 08 2.0985923E 04 1.3399529F 03
 
'0 4.94515205 OF 2.2237695C 04 3.;392424E 03 
31 5.126796PE 0P 2.2642430F 04 3.60165qOF 03 
32 5.7223782E 08 2.3921492F 04 3.8072271F 03 
3- 5.9171712E 08 2.4325234F 04 3.q714549F 03 
34 6.9q30214E 08 7.6444320r 04 4.2'87461E 03 
'5 7.1816576E 08 2.6798613F 04 4.2651328F 03 
36 8.1604582F 08 2.85665fgF 04 4.9465,39F 03 
37 8.6921472E OP 2.9482445F 04 4.6922812E 03 
38 q.5582797E 08 3;Cg16465E 04 4.020q1 7E 03 
'9 9.5997440E OP 3.O983453F 04 4.9311719E 03 
40 1.0729902E 01 3.2756527F 04 5.2133672F 03 
41 1.2444434E 0-q T2 6-6 WE- 6 35.&147.3;69 03'47 1.3744151E 09 3.7073102E 04 5.Q003711E 03 
43 1.3%83791E 09 3.7260957E 04 5.9302695F 03 
44 1.4326446E CC 3.7850289F 04 6.0240625F 03 
45 1.4840855E 09 3.e523828F 04 6.1312617E 03 
46 1.5510925E 09 3.9383910E 04 6.2681484E 03 
-47 1.64767545 CS -4-.051[T6 6460-3516F OT 
48 1.9406067E 09 4.4052316E 04 7.0111484E 03 
49 2.4054310E 09 4.9045195E 04 7.807R91E 0 
10 2.60q4769E O 5.1Oa30839E 04 8.1-301250F 03 
51 2.8117955E C9 5.3026363F 04 8.4394141E 03
 
52 3.08q65qlE O 5.55847035 04 8.84658595 03
 
53 4.0965-W--524.-o4 I70-O-4A7 7E 04 
54 4.4353577E O 6.6598437E 04 1.0599480E 04
 
55 4.503437AE 0q 6.7107625E 04 1.0680520E 04
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Table V-9. Theoretical Solutions, Symmetrical Case, MZ = 1.495 Pounds 
FQFOUIFNCTfFR
 
(PADYANS? PFP SECCNE2) (RACTANS PFP ZFCN01 (CYCLFS pro (r ,r) 
1 -2.6127587E 05 5.111SI17F r2 9.35,341C C1 
2 2. 017R5F G4 1.6742696P () ?.6146R9S1 CI 
' 7.710qtR7F 04 1.t7677qSr 0? 4.41IP6P C1 
4 1.07q6712F 0 3.2q43115F 0? .? 2 7 4 4 c CI 
5 1.1413706E Or, 3.3784 195C 0? 5.1760q6F CI 
6 4.213111qF 05 6.9062354F 0? 1.r350S05F 02 
7 %o242A256F 0: 7.2407349F 02 .15?3oQ7r C? 
P 9.0184q4: C9 T90710?I 02 1.5131rC6r C'
 
aq.6913775F 
 O; 9? 8 444 775c 02 1.66nR7F 0?
 10 l.q270170F 06 1.1881704E C1 7.0Q134199 02 
11 3.012400OF 06 1.756.67F 03 7.'S?3164F C? 
12 3.7392C 00F e6 1.9326687E 03 1.c.750300r r'2 
13 9.6706780E 06 i.1r97712E 03 4.0493579C C' 
14 q.q58275OF 0$F.I56733F r'A 9.P?'4146F 0?15 1.94754CF 07 3. q3437CF 03 6.355796 c (7 
16 2.954s776E 07 5.4356016E 03 A.61035?F 02 
17 3.271720 E 07 5.7199q19F 03 0.103544QF 0? 
IA 4.5367184F (7 6.7355156C 03 1.071q115F 02 
10 8.3096816E 07 9.1157422F 03 1.4508167F 03
'0 1.2106251F Ce 1.1002P40F 04 1.7R180F 01 
21 1.24105ORE OR 1.114q258E 04 1.7744612t PA22 1.1561547E 0, 1.1645402r 04 1.954'50F 01 
71 1.990120%E 08 1.4107160F 04 ?.2452?6 F 0 
24 2.5040501C 08 1.6106055F r4 2.9631606F 03 
25 2.92R5698F 0 1.711309IF 04 2.7?3672F 03 
26 3.4870810E 08 1.8673727F 04 2.0720186P 03 
27 3.7222q38r,0P 1.9293246E 04 3.07061849 G' 
;, 3.gQ1C4rIE 08 1.q877234F 04 3.1635A30F 0' 
29 4.3948570F CP 2.C963914E 04 3.336SI17 03 
30 4.8674434E 08 2.2062055F 04 1.5112QR3F 03 
31 4.9396966E 08 2.2225426F 04 3.5372896F 03 
32 5.6166682 F 08 2.3699512E 04 3.771R979E 03 
3 5.9240677V 0P 2.4139305E 04 '.973735r 03 
14 7.1241754F 08 ?.66911sF 04 4.248C312 03 
35 8.15R3281E 08 2.8562785 04 4.5459102E 03 
6 8.6 71943QF 0F 2.9451591:2 04 4.687363F 03 
37 9.2550707F O 3.0422145F 04 4.84183r9F 03 
38 9.5372165E 0P 3.0882414F 04 4.91508981 03 
39 9.5997312F 08 3.0G83430 4.931168004 03 
40 1.0729905E 09 3.2756531F 04 5.2133672E 03 
4f- l.11O41 IF 0 Q 3391842 0F4 3i7W4F-
- 03 
42 1.3566876E 0q 3.6833238F 04 9.8621953F 03 
41 1.3660268E oq 3.69597q7E 04 5.882198E 03 
4& 1.3866668F oq 3.7237973E 04 5.q266094F 03 
45 1.483742?E o 3.8519371F 04 6.1305508E 0" 
46 1.5507213r 09 3.93791q5V 04 6.2673q84F 03 
47 1.f371 756F Cq 6-70T 6-4b.6.43q744F 6­
4P 2.2451187E oq 4.7384793F 04 7.5415412E 03 
49 2.6037117E o 5.1026578E 04 8.1211367E 0' 
50 2.8056704F 04 
- 5;2968578F 04 8.4102187E 03 
51 3.0896581F 00 5.5584691E 04 8.8465S59% 03 
52 4.0881075F Og 6.3;3830%F 04 I.P176105F 04 
5s, '4. 1344 4WC5 TT-
-1-T91-o6 NErow 
54 4.4273775F C9 6.6.500q37E 04 1.0583961E 04 
55. 4.4475474E 09 6.6A89875E 04 1.0614031E 04 




Q Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell 
Table V-1O. Theoretical Solutions, Antisynrnetrical Case, 
N2 = 0.004 Pound 
PPFQj1FNf TE5 
(QAPTAN"? oPP cPffN99) (RAOIANS PER SFCfNni CYCI.P ro SPCrND)
 
12 0 14E 
I.Poll01'1._$oOOACr Sl 1.1063062E r7 . r 5.Z26?196F ri.I 
9.QR6119r n 9; 0z.5.?04051?F 0o A.-71P 5R 4'71935P '1 
4.724A44F OR 












4A F 93r7311 
1Afll5.az 01 
0 400804E 03 
?.CC?85q7r -7 
2. 3SO07qE P? 
2 . 990 2 1 . 02 
3.P87749CF 02 
] 4.013iflr AF ?.143fl90F 03 3.2210116F n2 
11 0.437A94cF OA 3.C75l29Rr 3 4.Q0 4 c4 35F 't 1,21470q4r :) 73.4P'1 '3 5.R4 7 1~77F 'Q21' ;0 17
0. IAr 4.0q6%336F (3 6. 91'2A!7F 2 
14 2.T724nqn. 07 21$62F50FE S.-"O'Sr r 02oa
I'r.4QR160f q7 .,-F 03 0 .413?764F 02f &.610431hF 07 6.70S6367 03 1.0817102 03 
17 R.174512Cr 07 ".041300F 03 1.43R0 60of 03 
IA 1.7l066AOC nA 1.1nIOo27E 04 1.7qlI177r 03
 
9 l.?7RP4l7r OS !.11rfRSr4E 04 I.700P703 Pr
 
90 l.09flOAF 00mI- 1,v9q3s6F04 ?.?9r'3472F 61 
21 ?.C92A'F rR 1.4155113F 04 ?.2?9S84r C 
?.R 840Rr ng t.477446E P,4 ?."lMl'OE 03 
23 95721496 rq I.6037898C C. 2.9gSi32P 03 
24 ?.R114 qF C l.677A020F 04 2.6fQoPopY 03 
2? ?.097145F PR I.7196316F 7 0?.736AP43
7
4 3*-'Aq5P... 1,9039EM14 3.392'P.6E 03
 
27 3.0960376 0.R 1.9916500E 04 3.1qIA967E 03 
20 4. 41 77r n8 ?.103672F 04 3.00o6018P 03 
?I 4.1161R69F q ?.Ir14723F 04 3.3446VC0I (3
'0 9.242<)72F 0R ?.2O753F 04 3.6442593F 03 
1] 5.'1Q1490Q OR ?.1!408?F 0 3.6844124F 03 
39P 5.PQO1I 0P act Z.SZ6Th4RF_04 - .A(A?? 0 42F 0333 A.ISi5-94E IS 
 2.5e?6172E 0 4.0526201E 03 
34 6.5951050F 09 2.9681124P 04 4.0073139r 03 
3 7.254929Rr O q '.6q33672F 04 4.%6629F C3 
3 A.161IS5r 08 '.-%6778£ .4 4.5467 070S 03
 
37 8.711R0'4F 08 
 ?.519QO6E 04 4.4976055F 01
 
18 9. P71P n Q Da 1,.Q93$A-44 .9?4OIS6F 03lo q.7A7008F OR 3.0949473 04 4.q257656F 03 
4fj 0.71'R0 3.?731965E 049 5.2004570E 03 
41 1.20&4074F 09 3.59R46ROF 14 9.7?71445r 03 
4? 1A09l~6924F no 3.7'z49oP 04 9.Q?453I2F 0341 .434r454F 09 1.7875391E 04 6.028R096E 03
44 1.4P45647F 0Q 3.8530047P .4 6.1322900E 03
 
45 !. 46?'7?F_0 3.9322473E 04 6.2983711F 03
 
46 f.5661064r 09 1.957403qF 04 6.2o0P86?E 03
 
47 1.A7704SRP O 4.0951746C 04 6.5176758E n3
 
4P 1.'R4651F OF 
 4.22493TE 04 6.723C273F 03
 
4q ?.R6506&E 09 5.0646879E 04 R.P607070E 03
 
'0 2.6676401F 00 q.164q203E 04 8.2202305F 03

q1 2.p3'460E 09 5.3?89q6 04 8.4812578E 03 
9? 2.iR47150F 09 5.5540211C 04 8.8395039E 0'53 4.33q650F 09 A.q8685OOF 04 1.0483305F 04 
r4 4.445(4037F09 
-6.6675937E 04 t.0611R12F 04
r9 &.(27324OF OR A.80214-3i 04 1.0826434E 04
 
94 




A@ 	Space Division 
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Table V-I. Theoretical- Solutions, Antisyrn-etrical Case, 
MZ = 0.022 Pound 
-F!EQLJFNCTFS
 
(RADIANV? PER CECnN02) (RADIANS PER SECONn) (CvCtFS 0 FR SFrnNn) 
1 i.0939R31r 05 3.3074048F 02 5.2600 32F CI
 
? -1 665k16c .4Qf1'3. .0? 6.4Q549AF05 31
 
3 2.8047044F 05 5.25944RE 02 
 A.42R765F 01
 
4 4.7n46481F n5 6.Pq90430F D? I.O'lA516F 01
 
Q..3019(7; 05 9.6446704E 02 1.S34Q98F 0?
 
A I.5839R0OF 06 1.2584072E 01 2.rXflQ'0F 0?
 
7 1.076q0l O 1.4097909F 03 ?.2'7'712F n?
 
o 3.65783qOF 06 
 1.Q15466F 03 3.0430116c 02
 
10 4.1979450F 06 2.0243132F 03 3.2?17060E 0?
 
11 .602o53rFp ". 2.93307915 03 4.6681445F C?
 
12 1.214p4?F 07 ?.4R5O2q35 I K.5466016E 02
 
13 1.6789648E 07 4.0070271E 03 
 6.52CA274S 02 
14 
_01_2E. 
_5.2Ja6328E03 8,qO97178j 02 
11 3.49RI 6RO 07 5.ql4511?E O '.4132764F n2 
16 4.5182R16F 07 6.7366758F 03 1.0721761F 03
 
1' 7.&10 7R56E 07 8.723OR05E 03 l.'884658F 03
 
IP 1.20q2RtIE 03 1.00067A6F 04 1.7501012F 03
 
!Q l.278a419F 03 1.1308586F 04 1.7q9 8188E O 
20 1.09864qQc1 .. 413M F. 04 2. 25003205 n3 
?I ?.003686P 08 1.41S50qRE 04 2.252A57E 03 
22 '.18284QRF O 1.4774469E 04 2.3514319c 03
 
'3 ?.57?1331F 08 1.6037871E 04 
 2.5925C*PF 03
 
'.8143334F 08 1.6775971 04 2.66og814E 03
 
70',?22679F 08' 04
1.71238635 2.7251901F 03 
2( .3.75M422-I OR-A23AA~ 3.('92372RE 03
;' 3.30q710F 08 1.957260qF C4 .115003F 03 
2A 4.n41693F 08 2.0101692F 04 3.q95986F 03 
29 4.4158411F 08 .Z.C1!3WO?F 04 3.3444695F 03
A0 5.2321894F 08 
 2.2873977F 04 1.6405008F 03
 
-A 5.3536959F 08 2.3148727E 04 3.6R8437RE 03
8 85
32 .,.4 9 12E1.0£8_ .1F _L- . 3.8611074F Q1 
3 6.5158554E 08 Z.5526172F 04 4.0,6?OIE.O3

24 S.59530;OF 08 2.5681324F 04 4.0873115E 03 
35 7.2041190E 08 2,684048RE 04 4.2'1796'E 03
 
3JA 9.1530046E 08 2.85550435 
04 4.5446797F 03
 
37 8.7I16160F 08 ?.9519445E 04 
 4.6979112E 03 
).4656Z059F QAk7± 4 0 ft. 8M6560 t6 F 0330 °.56O8115F 08 3.OQ20959E 0 4.9211641F 03 
:0 1.0647557F 09 .26309q4E 0'4 5.1933242E 03 
41 1.7308735 o 3.972035F 04 5,729128F 03 
42 1.3830060F 09 3.720088TF 04 q.9207070 03 
43 1.434564- 3.7879273r 04 6.0280191E 03 
44 1.4844966F 09 3.8529164E 04 6.11210945 03
 
45 h54!53-42F -09 Ga9jQ2 9E4 6.25654052 03
 
46 1.56603?1E 09 1.0573121F 04 
 6.2°82617E 03
 
4 1.6770455F 09 4.0e51746F 04 6.5176758F 03
 
48 1.7846518E 09 
 4.2245117F 04 6.7215273F 03
 




0 	 5.1645297F 04 8.2196094E 03
 
51. 2.8327818F09 5.322-3883E O _ 8.47085165 0352 3.0657260F 09 5.5364480E 04 8.R1l5391i 03
 
9 	 4.134850F 09 6.5839187F 04 1.0478641E 04 
944 6 4393'7559-q 6.66253122,A-04 	 .0603798F 045 4.6240973F o 6.8000687E n4 1.0822652F 04
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Table V-1Z. Theoretical Solutions, Antisyrmmetrical Case, 
MZ = 0.044 Pound 
FRE4 NFQI 
(QAfT\NS? P"P SECON02) (RAOtANS PFR 	SECOND) (CYCLFS DPP SFrnNO) 
."62Q1?F n"5 3.?P60449F n? 9,?45R'?IE 01 
1.668490F2.80473R1  nq5 4,A7 7 26l'I3F(O 5.2999766F 02 	 8.42A816,F 11 
4.70l2956F is 	 A.A'q659IF 02 l.012627F n2 
r .o 3QC424 09 q.63q307F 02 1.5339074F C2 
A l'3061qF 06 1.25R2Qq7e o 2.Ol?441tRr 
1.071]130F 06 1.4040344F 01 2.245023F 0? 
8 .. &Q 	 i~j439E 2. .PQ7Av 74r r22Z5.1 0 3.S3454SCr 06 l.8?0038E 03 ?.0Q21753F 0?
 
In &.00P06aOC 06 ?.C?43687F 0 '.221]PR4F 0?
 
11 7,710;230C 06 2.7P1OQ98F 
 O 4.42760 2OF C?
 
12 1.l431A6F 07 3.4847061F 03 9.5460164F 0?
 
13 1.676q'3nF 07 4.0O5085qE r3 6.5175 66e C?
714 . 234048F O. .f21.25pfi0 	 8.3097056E 03 
7

. 4,4814AOF 07 5.9145312E C3 0 .413? 64F 02
 
I6 4.44178S6r 07 A.664671qE 03 
 1.0607163F 03
 
i7 '.0058816F 07 9.4701133E 03 1.332146rF 03
1 .?O7F9?F Oq 1.OOSRR67F 04 1.74P9141E 03
1) 1.278R400F OR 1.1?0R579F 
 04 1.7qQR176F 02
 
t.9lqQ770F Q&E L-A-LAAE.. OA 2.2406549F 03
21 ?.yO3Altr CR 1.41'5n74E 04 2.252?521F 03
 
2? ?.182P01f 08 1.47 7
4469E 04 ?.3rI43IQF C3

'3 ?.572121RF 08 1.6037832F 04 2.5925027E 03
14 2.8141104E 09 l.6775QO6E 04 
 2?.6Q0 7Q0F 03
 
25 2.9O25664P 08 1.7036918E 04 
 2.71151?F 03
26 '1. 7 3.4r725InDA9S2325A E D 	 '3.07574 12E 03 
27 1.7 791914F OR 
 I.4?0828E 04 I.C921560F 03
 
7R 4.0415667E 08 2.0103645F 04 3.1995974E 03
 
2Q 
 4.41V447nF 0 	 2.1012965F 04 
 3.3443?03F 03S.?,21q9146c 08 ?.245535E 04 3.635983?F 03
 
-! 5.3qPO3i!r 08 2.31474?2F 04 3.684630CE 03
 
3A? tP9'0F_9 Q AZ5JJ?Fl
03Q- .2 0l4 3.8596(975E 03
'A 6.51p5 ?RE OR 2.5526168E 04 4.062610 6E 03

'4 6.q95C0274 OR 2.5681320E 04 4.087313CF n3
 
'r 7.1480141C 0q .2.6735770E 04 4.2551328E 03
1 q'.14460RqF 08 ?.PS3SQIRE 04 4.54 21133F 03
 37 P.711?RC6F 09 2.9q44875F 04 4.60 74414E 03
 
..- 6436CaJ (L_ 
_.Qnlj6MARFA 4,8703asiE 03 
9.5394022F OR '.0 5922F 04 4.I564R4E 031.,5769q9F 00 3.2922285E 04 5.176085 F 03&I t.?928346E 09 	 3.5P56008E 04 5.7225781F 04
3
42 1.381765QP Oq 	 .7 172109E 04 5.9161289E 03
42 1.43;5?62F 09 	 3.7R79137E 04 6.0280!O E 03 
44 1.4844193E 09 	 3
 .8528148E 04 6.1319492E 03
 
45 14475F 09 3.9297422E 04 6.2543828E 0346 1.565q5?5c 0 	 3.9'7217 F 04 6.2981016E 0347 1.6770458F 09 	 4.0951746E 04 
 6.51767588 03 
4R 1.78465?OF 09 /.2245141E 04 6.7235273E 0349 2.562667iF 09 5.0622793F 04 8.0568750E 03 
90 ?.6667497F 00 5.1640582E 04 8.2188504E 03 
qI 2.824PS32F 09 5.31496?9E 04 8.450012 0352 3.0461885F 09 	 9.5192?85E 04 8.78413288 03

r3 4.3?q4lO6E 0O 	 6.q798250F 04 1.0472125F 04
 
944.43126098 00 6.6567750E 04 1.0504594F 04
q5 4.6206108E 09 6.7975125E 04 1.0818586E 04
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Table V-13. Theoretical 'Solutions, Antisymmetrical Case,
 
M2= 0. 066 Pound
 
(RADIANS? DFP 	SECnND?) (PADIANS PER SFCnNI) 
 (CYCL9S PFR SWCnNn)
 
I 1.097q3IE 05 3.286110F 0? 5.2?CI(129F 01 
- 1.6719960F 05 7	 7
4.n 6_r -QZ .6.509 150F 0l
 
3 2.8017725 05 5,.2317631E 02 8.4243901P ^1
 
4 4.7CS'62F 05 6.85 7 517E 02 
 1.OQ1411LC "2 
-5 -9.2647'6090 	 - 0.6351611E n? 1.51O33E C'?6 1.583250£E 06 1.2582761E 03 	 2.O02t O'F r? 
7 1.66'420F OA 1.4022632E 03 2.211773F 02 
_8P 3 0.5?170F 06 1.81TAI6F03-
-Z.870450F ('2 
3 1.848703OF 03 ?.9421047F 02.4177060E 06 

10 4.098070F 06 2.0243608F 01 3.2218726F 02
 
11 	 7.-2311_qF o, 2-.650154qE 
_C3 4.2178540F 021? 	 1.?21O41W 07 W43
3.4842417 9.5453467F (?
1' 1.S75 AQR1 07 4.0031646F 0,3 6.'144775F 02 
14- .ZZ3fl0 ?5.-2.AfDZ L3, s.?nc 56E OZ
19 	 3.499160OF 07 
 9.9145312F 03 9. 12764 r.?]I 4.34"'QOF 07 6.5037266E 03 1.t4RA25F 03 
17 f,.47Th0R68cP07, 2.0479931F01 1.?r 87?At f)3

10 1. CR7600F O 1.0980711E 04 1.7476601? rl 
1 1.2788179F 0 1.1308570F 04 1.708164F 03 
Z0 -t?92eOZ) 2.?4g2P17E 0371162 C 084 21 	 2.0$60 F 08 1.4159051? 04 2.252R484F 03 
2.18285Olr ')A 1.4774469F 04 2.3914310E 0323 ?.5 7 21 119F 08. A &31.7801F04 2.5524976E 03 
14 1.6779844E 04 2.660OA00F 03A '8qQF 0 




0327 3.7791424 Oe 1.9429724E 04 3.0233Q4F 03 
2 4.04161/F 08 2.010363F 04 31909Q55P ('
?o 4.4150109F 08 2.1011045F 04 3.34415ROE 01 
-0 r.; 6'604F 08 2.2817250?E 04 1.6314814E 03 




4 242 5.Z!Efr439z 	 O 7 '0ll 
-3.85532?15 E '3­33 	 6.°19R528E 08 2.5526169F 04 
 4.066196E C3
 
34 6.5953:24F 08 2.5681320E 04 4.087313C 
 03
 
S27.26,349i 0% 2.6639r08F 04 4.230812E 03
36 8.1150938F 08 2.85220861? 04 4.53Q4336F 03
 
37 8.7109rS9F 08 2.9514324E C4 4.6073516F 0-3
 
38L fl- =473l6DmQ4 4, W494 809F 01 
9 3.085180qE 04 4.010187E 03Q.5183411F 08 

40 1.0515940F 09 3.2428133E 04 
 5.1611016F- 3 
41 1.2016244C 09 3.593176F 04 5:7199023F 03
 
4? 1.37Q665qP? 09 3.7141852E? 04 95.0II6'?8F 0341 1.434517?F 00 3.7879020E 04 6.0280000F 03 
44 1.481'356F Oq 3.8527074F 04 ,.1117773E 03 
4V 
-1.5437641F00 3.9284199F 04 -6.25230O86F. S346 1.5658A19 00 3.Q57122'F 04 6.2q79609F 03 
OQ
47 	 1.6770498R 4.091746E 04 
 6.517675RF 03 
48 1.7846r2F 09 4.2245141E 04 6.7245273E 034q 2.5613458 00 5,0609738E 04 8.054796qE 03 
5D ?.6A6271?F 09 5:1635941 04 8.2181211E 03 
51 2.8175 7rE 00 5.3080633E 04 8.44PQ508E 03 
52 3.03r8870F 00 5.5053500E 04 867620430 03 
., 	 4.323'092F 09 6.5'51062F 04 
 1.0464613E 04
 
9& 4 .424.F 09 
 6515625E 04 1.0596297E 04 
5 4.67586Cr 09, 6.79527501? 04 1.8921 0,4:96 





00 NorthAmedcan Rockwell 
Table V-14. Theoretical Solutions, Antisynrnetrical Case, 
O= 0. 089 Pound 
-IED-RfbiC_'LrI FS­
(AO1TANS9 PEP srCnNn2) (PAD[ANS PEP SFCnfD) 
 (CVCI F PFP scrrhfl) 
1 l.fl 4rFC9 1.2793286F 02 5.?1?!° 4F 01 
5 i.Fq.P; f.f~fZThot.CC4098EF r;1 
3 2.Op72975F OM 5.2 0 46060F 0? 0-L?6A3' II 
4.70096t0F 'q 6.855 P47?F 0? 1.0q1II'r C2 
'.)*47R"4r Cq Q.6165067= 0? 1.'llf'OF I?
? q n F 
A 1.gR r 0A 1.2='l,9SpE 01 2.CC23'SPrF 2 
7 1.QA]II1?C C 1 1.4003970F n3 2.22RPrI'F S2
 
0. (QPIF fA l.A168A0IF O3 2.P0142rFF?
 
10 4."P(P04CF 06 2.0 2 4357 7 E 03 ?.;?21R77F 0,
 
11 6.3lO75CF CA 2.527'94F 03 4 .C2311?PE 0?
 
1? 1.21 37100r 37 3.43R4A81F O3 5.5q'*'?1F






1~ 2.V23~ CL rf.2A502 .3e05ZF C2 
1 3.40a1664F 07 
 .9145273P 03 o.t3?171cr 02
 
i6 4.2115:r n7 6.5200850F 03 1.(?077C&PF 0
 
17 5.ORRPAS6F 07 7. 73$?5789 01 1 .?3IR3F 03 
7
I I.?TqQ17A OR I.O7IP5QE 04 1.7462? 3F 03
 
1Q 1.27A394F OP 1.1308559F 04 ].7098147F (3
 
08 U413035 04 2. 34SR 0 0 4F3
21 ?.r53&4Q t IA 1.415q03IF 04 2.?923S2F 03
 
7? 7.187pgO!F IQ 1.477446OF 04 ?.391431qF 03
 
23 ?.r7?C9Ar 98 1.6C3776Th 04 2.5524q!5P 13
 
24 2.P142s3AF OR 1.677T66E 04 2.669QAR5 03
 
?3 ?.84383F 08 1.6PA3664E 04 2.6P'QORCE 03
26 .9A7-9' fl-a- -BAD 5 FL326..87SA' ORJs Q-LO 0a4 -3.0144CSqF 0
 
27 3.475F0O12F O 1.9429994E 04 3. 0-2?198F 03 
9F 4.041956;F 0q 2.01962IE 04 3.109q0SE 03 
?n 4.41h576F09 2.1010891F 0; 3.'4002?F O 
3" 5.Ia?77St 0 2.2797A68E C4 3.6767734F 03 
'I .A567770F OF 2.314L71tF 04 3.6835q?6E 03 
2? 5.4726qla2t-a 
-2.42334637F_04. '.856Q067F 03 
'6.51SR5?RE CR 2.55PAI6qE cL 4.0626196F 0334 6.9q30?Q2F 08 2.5681320F 04 t.087'13CF 03A5 7.04722IRE 08 2.654660?F 04 4.2250234E 03
 
-A6 R.14567OE OR 2.85C3625r 04 4.53h401F 03 
37 R. 7 106202F OR 2.g91375sE 04 4.6Q7?617F 03 
'38 %2jL 54flr OR r.3q25~l 4.8318$j0 
39 .4965&fl2F OR 3.0816453E 04 4.9045q37F 03
 
4f 1.0459677F 0Q 3.2341336E 04 5,1 72R52E 03
 
0
41 1.2qo09qVF 00 3.5q20676E 04 5.716 570F 01
 
42 1.1775124F 09 3.7114852E 04 5.Q07O1 i 03
 
0
43 1.43450QF O 3.7874914E 04 6.0?7 44F 03 
44 1.484?537F O 3.8526012E 04 6.1316004E 03 
4' .q4223S4F 09 3.9271305E_04 6.?502266F 03 
46 I.65Pl73F 09 3.9570406E 04 6.2978281E 03
=
47 1.6770460 09 4.00175O F 04 6.5176707F 03 
4A 1.7?4A520F no 4.?245141E 04 6.7215273E 03 
40 ?.'5ooROOE Oo 5.0596246E 04 8.09?64q4F 03
 
-;p?.66q7777E 09 5.1631168E 04 
 8.?173f33F 03 
51 ?.q1Ct0F 00 5.3013289E 04 9.4373320F 03 
g2 3.91779"lF no 5.4934461F 04 P.7430977E 03 
rl 4.315A323F OQ 6.56949;7F 04 1.O4q5684F 04 
54 4.4]7qOA79 09 6.6467312E 04 1.0 76Q9E 04 
9 4.A4 1575O q 1.08]1781F 04
E 6.793?375E 04 
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Table V-15. Theoretical Solutions, Antisymmetrical Case, 
M2 = 0. 28 Pound 
. . __FR.. F iJSNC F S .... 
(RADTA'S2 PEP SECnND?) (RADIANS DFR 





































































A. 3CRAfAO n2 
q.17047r1c 02 
q.3q234 4 7P n2 
0.4132 6 4 2 02 
1.7q?134r13 











08 1.4154684C n42.1929401 0 1.4774469P 04 
'.5T7Q2)6F 08 1.6037234E 04 
2.,080272E 08 1.614 0 187 E 04 
2.813q597F 08 1.6774859F 04 
'LeoR-- DLctBQ47FfL; 4 
3.7746995F 08 1.9428586E 044 
.0414025E 08 2.01034619 04 








3.00 11584E '3 





























6.74422 78P 09. 
R.1 7 4720F 08 
8.7 070 122E 08 
t8-3j72 OR 







A 7k2C33F 03 
3q 9.1377997F OR 3.0557812E 04 4.8634207F 03 
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Table V-16. Theoretical Solutions, Antisyunetrical Case, 
N2 = 0. 53 Pound 
P FQI ENC YES 
(QAn1AWIS' OPP SFCOND?) (RADIAN' PEP SFCqID) (CYCLCS flO SECOND) 
1 	 O.IC15AF 64 3I.0f?2?4E n2 4,P562795C 91 
1 1 1llQtr Is 4,0-90 7P~ ') 6.4R7C4C3'P -)! 
2.7033&4C 5 &c R.4974753F (19.?n256R 02 

4 ',4 14704C 6.8l812$1 n2
'5 	 1.Cqqlq0? 

3 4 0r(240r CA 0 .&634'04E 5 	 1.SO6I19Af 02 
A1, 	 7790"F9 1.247?S68F 03 !. qq9'2t- 02 
.. _ _.. ._... . . . .... . .....	 4 0h-- ~ 0 i.0?449fr 1'6 1.33?5710S 2' 3.152R57t 92 
11 	 4099arqogc -A ?.0?44'13r C3 3.7?1077C ? 
12 	 1. f7q320a 07 3.475'304E Oq 5.931?-tir n? 
4_, 70 1.L 02. 09&.RQr _.2I!7_22 &6 	 02 
11 .4C07R79C 07 4.orq521lP n' 7, '2F 2 
,A 2.7?34176r S.'IA3fQ7F 0?07 . 05'251F 03 
17 3.4Oq.IS?9n n7 5.9145156E,0 0 .4132rTLF G2
 
lq I.1156I1RP 1.0735973E C4 1.70864 FE C3
 
10 1.?7q'3?& ^.R 1.I30AO59 04 ].700'3WlF n3
7t 1 QR27766FE)% .U 4aQ9.17.53&-04- ?2 47748- r3 
21 9.r(-. 1? F M8 1.4154840F 04 2.2r?65;r 03 
;2 9.131PqC')01F OS.4774 SOF C4 2.135141'IF 03 
23 2.3A473Q8F CS 1.9449s59T 0/ 2.477481P n3 
34 ?.971=q2?F Oq i.,035O2F 04 ?.521056P '3 
95 2.SI IsKC oe 1.6772484E 04 2.66042F 03 
26 
_ .a4944r Op 1 77438 3 04F _.S?4n2 3F 03 
'7 3,774Q505C nq 1.0426037F 04 3.f00Q60F 03 
p 4.041?098F 08 9.O1Cq6AC 04 .1004O93P 03 
20 4,40I75 9P 00 .Oq84691E 04 3.3109?06F '7 
'0 gAq0lr 0$ '.1PiQ RI2F 04 .5013A91F 02 
3' 9.'jR191' n'P 2.3112363c 04 3,6749rP C)3 
.7 39.RQ6016F nq 9.410109F_ _4 A. Rq5 o0 Cr 03 
3' 6.3l1 23F OR 2.q526129E 04 4.P62A!33E 03 
14 6.5121107P 08 ?.5R50402E 04 4.067Q059C 03 
3q A."505CC 0Q 2.563324E 04 4.08731351 03 
If 7 .jIA3?IE 08 2.1R0984nF r4 4.47-P 24F 03 
27 8.7045844F O 2.9503Q7 3E 04 4.60 57070F 03 
30a 	 9. 1 !1 -?3rVf9- 3tQ 2M9 4i 034 j.A213 594C 39 q.2q;1147E 08 3.04R792E 04 4.8523047F 03 
49 1.C461110 OP -. 2343977E 04 -.l477C'0F 03 
41 1.2I8oO0 p9 3.53R32AF 04 5.63143'AE 03 
49 1.147q) 4 0E 00 3.6714777F 04 R.84r437E 03 
42 1.4349i9 F 37.8R3371E 04 6,02773RIF 03 
44 1.402s603r 09 2.8507022E 04 6.12A73O5E 03 
45 l.5.2A6707 no 3.900 8312F 04 A.2?2605'F 03 
46 1.9691438E 09 3.956 18q9 04 6.'q6476E 03 
47 1.6770455F n9 4.0951746E 04 6.95176758F 03 
1.7846r1sE f 4.2?4ql37E f4 6.7?3q?73F 03 
. 09 04 R.0102031F 03?.53.PF 	 q.032954'P 
?.657301Af 00 5.154980 5E 04 R.2044?99F 03 
?I 5.221205qE 04 8.1098125E 032.72609PQP 09 

n
99 2.932A067C 1 5.4614079E '2'& P.07'1C55E 03 
3 4,.1095775C OP 6.410594F 04 1.020279IF 04 
q4 4.3Ar5737F Oq 6.6185879F04O 1.033 16E 04 
4.59464-t-r-09 6.7769000F 04 Y.075781E 04 
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Table 	V-17. Theoretical Solutions, Antisynunetrical Case, 
M = 






















\.64-AR- 9, 0-7 








































































0. 722 Pound 















































































































































































Space Division4? NorthAmencan Rockwell 
Table V-18. Theoretical Solutions, Antisyinmetrical Case, 
M2 1. 495 Pounds 
('ADTANS2 PF' 	SFCNV) 


















n 1.5312740F -F, 

1 3.2j1SCROF 06 

11 	 .287 0975' D6 

'2 5.070On0F C6 

13 1.f14R4P-P 07 

14 1.,I777OF 07 

IC !.62930?OF 07 

1A ,.7?3356Rr 07 






10 1.77R2O9r CS 

'f 1.9Sql(,?]' Oc 





2 2.21437R0F OR 

24 2.5603933F (8 

Pl 2.PS0?905F n8 

2-	 . OiP.I-_t- P-I 
7 .7711?R3F 	09 

7R 	 4.040370F OR 

?Q 	 4.?04408'F 09 

n 4.3RQR5Q0F 	08 

31 	 5.28971R2C OR 










36 7 .685R96hF 09 

17 8.693070F 08 

359' 	 0*0495OjQ 

SQ. 5 2134F_ n8 





42 1.434?550E 0q 

4' 1.44183?F oq 

&L 1.51S16F O0 

45 t.r47786F 00 

LA 1.6770461E 09 

47 1.78464(7F 09 

4R .U.170 858F 09 

4? ?.50A614F 09 





5? 	 3.605MI6'F 00 

A 4.3711R40F 09 





q6 l.01P32';F 12 































































































































































































































Table VI-I. Theoretical Results by Series-Expansion Technique Using 
2-and-2 Waves, Symmetrical Case 
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Table VI-Z. Theoretical Results by Series-Expansion Technique Using 
3-and-3 
PAfTAN 2 VFP SFCCNl2 







































99.71 6n 9n 
0A. 115420F 00 
Waves, Symmetrical Case 
FREQUFNCIES 



























































5*fl8Pf)6 2 r n4 5.44193o0frn4 






























 5.04710942 03 
r* 476914F 01 
9.'3 ,R0F 03 
.6541,2F 0 1 0 -0 
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1.74R7qpi n4 
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Table V/I-3. Theoretical Resul~ts by Series -Expansion Tlecnnique using 
4-&rid-4 Waves, Sym'metrical Case 
FREQUENCT[ S 
{PAOTANS2 PFR SECOND2) (RADIANS PER SECCNn) (CYCLFS PCP SFCOJD)) 
1-8.8332375E 04 2.972075HE 07 4.7'020;78E 01 
........ OOE04 23Q64/76E 02 .. .3.67rP28?F O1 
51.8887437F 05 4.3459668E 02 6,q16827&E O1 
2.1218781F 05 4.8206616F 02 7,67232tl2r 01 
3,9Q89~fi056, D70#E02 . .-O027PQ3E n? 
S7.1496662E 05 8.4532031F 02 1.3453703[ 02 
7 1.379384OF 06 1.1744717E 03 1.8692314F 0?2 
8 I 2$0E06 1.87]E 03 2.21n2O54E C02 
o4.0779220E 06 2.0193865£ 03 3.2139551F C2 
10 6.11n0870F 06 2.4718589E 03 3.91408-14E O? 
11...... 8 -1]-29470£ 06 .. ..... 6[j5F 03 4.53300.35F 02 
12 1.256480IF 07 3.5446863E 03 5.6415479F 02 
13 ?.1252256F 07 4.610nI56E 03 7.3170728F 02 
14... . .872E 07 ____ _77L309 +L4E9 9.1210840E 02 
65 4.0414592F 07 6.3572461E 03 1.0117881E (3 
16 6.14 887?OE 07 7.8414727F 03 L.2490103E 03 
17 q 7TA6r024E Q07 9.86737115,.03 1.5704424E 03 
I8 1.8261427E 08 1.3513494E 04 2.1507397C 03 
IQ1.87?7363£: 09 1.3684793E 04 2.17FO044E 03 
..Q2_2137170F 08 1.4R8j6Zr._r) 2.367q9990E 03 
21 2.6599931E 08 1.6309484E 04 2.5957373F n3 
222.71'47229F 08 1.6473379E 04 2.6218220F 03 
?3..  . 4.1524147F 08 2-086Z_1_. E,..0 .... ... ..3,,203638 E 113 
24 5.3604480F n8 2.3152641E 04 3.6B4P606F 03 
25 6.3361715E 08 2.5171750E 04 4.0062122F 03 
-26- 6.9887181E 08 2.6436IS4EQ .......t 275 03 
27 8.1368166E 08 2.8525105E 04 4.539qI1E 03 
2A S.6828237E 08 2.9466629E 04 4.6897617P 03 
3.1 9.8976819E 08 3.1460578E 04 5.0071094C 03 
31 1.0589175E 09 3.2534863F 04 5.1780859F 03 
U_ 1.2150185F 09 3.4857113F 04 5.547683hF_-9-3 
3-A 1.3014927E 09 3.6076207E 04 5.7417109F 03 
34 1.5497398F 09 3.9366734F 04 6.2654141E 03 
35--_ 1,7924009E 09 A,2336751 04 .. .180 Q3_ 
36 1.9017298E 09 4.3608824E 04 6.9405664E 03 
37 2.0625518E 09 4.5415324E 04 7.2280781E 03 
q 2,0904538F 09 4.71 ... .3 6&L_ 
39 2.1096376F 09 4.5930789E 04 7.3101172F 03 
40 2.3219388E 09 4.8182348E 04 7.6684648E 03 
41 2.3580001E 09 4.8559242E 04 7.7284492E 03 
42 2.7818263E 09 5.274302F04-_-- 8.3943203E 03 
4-A 2.9693565E 09 5.4491801E 04 8.6726445E 03 
4 3.0310956E 09 5.5055387E 04 8.7623437E 03 
45 3.25Q8185F 09 5.7094820E 04 9.0869297E 03 
46 3.4002770E 09 5.8311891E 04 9.2806328E 03 
47 3.5969298E 09 5.9974406E 04 9.5492305E 03 
48 4.4558582r 09 6.6752187E 04 1.06236QqE 04 
49 5.7156035E 09 7.5601562F 04 1.2032371E 04 
50 6.1565256E 09 7.8463500E 04 1.2487863E 04 
RI 6.7899091E 09 8.7400250E 04 1.3I114418E 04 
52 8.9513656F 09 9.4611625E 04 1.5057922E 04 
51 9.1526758P 09 q.5669562£ 04 1.5226297F 04 
54 9.6831365F 09 9.8402875E 04 1.5661316E 04 
5-T, 9.7501716E 09 9.8742937E 04 1.5715441E 04 
56 7.0252478E 13 8.3816750E 06 1.3339860E 06 
SD 69-766
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Table VII-I. Partial Theoretical Results by Finite-Element Method 
Number Frequency (cps) Number Frequency (cps) 
1 100.0771 37 2058.8291 
2 126.9309 38 2161.4058 
3 ZZ2.0947 39 2635.6746 
4 Z75.3350 40 3111.8683 
5 Z93.9966 41 3357.9205 
6 346.Z781 42 3941.1907 
7 399.8242 43 4010.1134 
8 421.9558 44 44Z4.37Z5 
9 423.4841 45 4574.8056 
10 476.1563 46 4751.6628 
11 563.7197 47 4913.0827 
12 580.4711 48 4977.1049 
13 628.1904 49 5068.8489 
14 667.2099 50 5117.41Z3 
15 734.3760 51 5341.0851 
16 767.2533 52 5578.4356 
17 864.4956 53 5896.8323 
18 874.1940 54 6158.6119 
19 948.2020 55 6318.6493 
20 975.6170 56 6875.2379 
21 983.8023 57 7896.6878 
22 1028.1057 58 8165.1817 
23 1106.9605 59 8Z35.4334 
24 1157.8791 60 8Z59.5Z58 
Z5 1210.9138 61 8Z75.9963 
Z6 1245.2667 6Z 8Z83.7Z03 
Z7 IZ96.92Z0 63 8Z95.8899 
28 1406.9971 64 8313.4963 
Z9 1441.4703 65 8367.6961 
30 1456.2856 66 85Z9.9496 
31 1569.3106 67 8891.9360 
3Z 1605.9887 68 8960.3Z82 
33 1685.419Z 69 9205.9339 
34 1765.1616 70 9337.6633 
35 1840.8007 71 9391.6738 
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Table VIII-I. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Frequency 
Density (Mass Number 0) 
Theo Freqs (Hz), Series Major Resonances (Hz), 
Expansion Tech Experimental 
Freq Lower Center Higher 
No. Symmetrical Antisyrnmetric al Freq Freq Freq 
1 52.68 52.62 
2 64.93 65.04 
3 84.25 84.27 83.9 84 86.8 
4 109.13 109.16 97.3 120 124.1 
5 153.67 153.62 141. 142 160 
6 199.62 200.29 198. 204 205 
7 224.02 223.98 218. 223 229 
8 288. 86 288. 90 279. 280 288 
9 309. 78 308.77 297. 303 308 
10 318.'45 322.19 
11 494.94 489.45 468. 492 499 
12 553.15 554.72 538.5 550 560 
13 652.32 652.33 645. 646 660 
14 822.27 830.57 819. 828 819 
15 941.23 941.33 902. 925 983
 
16 1083.82 1081.72 1050 1110 1139
 
17 1450.81 1438.97 1420 1445 1460
 
18 1751.41 1751.19 1715 1729 1780
 
19 1799.76 1799.82 1790 1810 1830
 
20 2246.68 2250.35 2220 2240
 
21 2250.41 2252. 86 2250
 
22 2324.37 2351.43 2320 2340 2350
 
23 2551.29 2552.51 2540 2545 2560
 
24 2669. 57 2669.99 2620 2650 2690
 
25 2739.45 2736.88 2720 '2730 2750
 
26 3092.07 3092.39 3060 3070 3095
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Table ViI-a. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Frequency 
'Density (Mass Number 7) 
Theo Freqs (Hz) by Series Major Resonances (Hz) by Theo Freqs (Hz) by Finite-








84.16 83, 84, 85, 86 	 100.08 
107. 88 	 98, 99 





159.32 	 159, 162, 170
 
185.30 	 200, 205
 












289.47 	 290 294
 









 455 	 423.48
 
494.95 	 466, 472, 488 476.16
 
501.92 	 495, 501
 
535, 540 































*NOTE: The missing frequencies are due to the limitation of (1) the number of 
m-n waves used with the series expansion technique, (2) the number of the 
elements and the degrees of freedom employed with the finite-element 






 NorthAmencan Rockwell 
Table VILI-3. Comparison of Natural Frequencies of Shell I 
Mode 
Case Test Freq. 
Number Run No. M 2 /Mj (cps) I z 3 
0 0-2 0 Comp. 75.8 IZ1.3 2Z1.z 
Test 87.5 128.6 233.9 
1 la-Z 0.16 Comp. 75.7 117.9 2Z0.6 
Test 87. 1 128.0 232. 2 
2 1-2 0.32 Comp. 75.6 114.1 219.8 
Test' 86.4 127.0 Z30.7 
3 Z-2 0.60 Comp. 75.2 105.7 217.7 
Test 84. Z 124.5 ZZ8. 5 
4 3-2 0.82 Comp. 75.0 102.7 216.9 
Test 82.6 123.1 228. 1 
5 4-Z 1.40 Comp. 74.7 94.6 Z14.7 
Test . 76.5 119.6 2Z6.7 
6 5-2 1.90 Comp. 73.7 83.7 209.5 
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1 621.8 610 
2 1870.0 1893 
3 3126.4 3285 
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Figure VIII-i. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results, 















Figure VIII-2. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results, 
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Figure VIII-3. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results,
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Figure VHI-4. Comparison of Shock Transmissibility 
Runs I and Z 
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Figure VIIE-S. Comparison of Shock Transmissibility for Model 1, 0 
Runs l and Z 
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Figumre IX-Z. Effective "Vibratory Forcing Areas of Mass-Loaded 
Shell IV, 707 Hertz 
w 
,f 
I \ 3 Z. CD 
Figure JX-3. Effective Vibratory Forcing Areas of Mass-Loaded 
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Figure IX-4. Effective Vibratory Forcing Areas of Mass-Loaded 
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Figure X-Z.14 LI) Imperfection Shape (DC) Versus ~" i0 Vibratory Shape (AC) i 
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Figure X-4. Longitudinal Imperfection Line No. 2 
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Figure fI-1. Calibration and Linearity Plot, 142 Hertz, n 5 
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Figure M(-5. Linearity Between Input and Ouput Relations 5. 
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Figuxre )U-7. Imperfection and Vibratory Calibration 
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XII. LONGITUDINAL VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS
 
@Fjdk Space Division North American Rockwell 
SINUSOIDAL
 
L. ~RUN gN MBERS-'LR_ MEASUREMENT NUMBER Cg -4p RNMS / 
TCONTROL ( ), RESPONSE (V) Axr-AX( IAT ,LkL$
TESTTITLEL N IIA 1,ll-rb "TFs­r 
ULLSCALE 06O PK SWEEP-UP(V) DOWN(O 
OPERATOR . L. SPECIMEN PIN Al A4AS S S.4BLL I/ 
REAR4KS O.S ivrt SIN__________ 
4 7 8 9 10 2 3 4 5 6 70 910 2 S 4 $ 6 7 8 9 10 2 
3 
7 









5 10 42 441 1 1 
tSI 69-766 
Space Division
@D North Amencan Rockwell
 
SINUSOIDAL 
LR - MEASUREMENT NUMBERCH / 
TR - CONROL ( ), RESPONSE (V) AXI" P.4)D' 
TESTTITLE/l~ls(7bD/AtmyVs4 l- 7e-r-r 
FULL SCALE /040 PK 
OPERATOR SPECImEN P/N Ala MASS. 
REMARKS i , S/N 
0 7*9 10 2 3 4 5 6 78910 2 3 4 6 
RUN NUMBER S1 
DATE - 19 
SWEEP-UP(IDOWN( 
'zi. 











if.1+ i Hf WF TIP t 
FORM 7-0 REV. 4M60ig-re ...-..Radial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory Excitations, 
No-M~ass Case, l-g Input 
XII- 2 
SD 69-766 
@bk Space Division 









RESPONSE (V) Axr./ k zII"t AL& RUN NUMBERS DATE - 1 17 
TESTTITLE LtsrrybAJA U. Vj &IArL'to& lbs-rm 11AJMSCttr a~A ySmoq 
FULL SCALE _____PK SWEEP: UP (VIDOWN( 
OPERATOR .yLE SPECIMEN P/N No M Ats11sHW4LL. WL 
REMARKCSQ-% Ib%VIAw SN___________ 









Figure XHI-3. .Axial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory Excitations, 
No-M~ass Case, Broad Spectrum 
XII- 3 
SD 69-766 
A0 Space Division@ North American Rockwell 
MEASLREMENT 4O RUN NUMBERIR - NUMBER C 1-042-O50 
1R 'CONTROL ( ), RESPONSE (V) AXr I2PbAL DATE __ 19 
TETTITnLLUbIrtj P 'eSTA LVIS%fvNT% O 
FULL SCALE /00 PWCSWEEP- Up ( 9) DOWN 
OPERATOR LE-, SPECIMEN P/N ,/V MAS,, S'a /P 
REM&KS 0.V5p INJPUT IS/N____________ 







5 0 20 c 'P 
FORM 735-0 REV. 4-68Figure X1I-4. Radial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory Excitations, 









 9-2-3 -.- t*g 
IR _________ MEASREMENT NUMBER 0 A4 RUN NUMBER 
______ 
TR _CONTROL I, RESPONSE( V) AXF-_-bN"r____ DAE 1____ 
TESTTITLELOAITObIJA-L VIfRA-riidU 
-T 
FLL SCALE I(5 PK SWEEP-UP( IDOWN 
OPERATOR L-I SPECIMEN P/N Mt45S4 3 (o.o44F.8) 6ISLL IV
 













°-I- Iit II 

FORM 7350D REV. 4-66
 
Figare 1(11-S. Axial Response to Longiudnl Vibratory Excitations, 





Space Division@D North Amencan Rockwell 
SINUSOIDAL
 
LR MEASLREMENT NUMBER tfH -*10 RUN NUMBER 3V2-
TR - CONTROL ( ), RESPONSE (V) AXIr RAT4WA L- DATE - 19__ 
TESTTIRLE LbONl~tu AJJGL.. Vi sRATinoAJ TresT 
FULL SCALE jO0 PK SWEEP: UP(v'OWN( 
OPERATOR LEE AE- SPECIMEN P/N 4 4A (40.0 441 A) Sjt.I 
REMARKS ot - o S/N. 







1 1 1'14I I. 41 lt 
2 
- REV till4 13 1411 
FigureX ~J6 Raia Re po s to Lo gtu i a Vibrator 
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SINUSOIDAL
 
UZ - MEASUREMENT NUMBER Ct 4 a' RUN NUMBERS-_ 2__ 
TRCONTROL ), RESPONSE( V) AI- AON19#ITUtkbMA DATE - 19 --
TESTITLE Lo t-4AITurPMAA 
FULL SCALE 100 
VI1R(TLkfl TSI 
PK SWEEP: Up (DOWN( 
OPERATOR 
REMARKS_________ 




01. 7 8 9 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 







5 10 20 100 
FREQUENCY CPS 
000 2 DO0 
F0W 735-D REV. 4-68 
Figure XII-7. Axial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory 





Space Division@0 NorthAmencan Rockwell 
SINUSOIDAL
 
IR - MEASUREMENT NUMBER e - (S RUN NUMBER* -,:t 7 ' 
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Figure 2(11-10. Radial Response to Longitudinal Vibiatory 
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.Figure Xll-13. 	 Axial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory
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Figure XII-14. 	 Radial Response to Longitudinal Vibratory 
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Figjzre flIt 7. Radial rn-n Modes Induced by Axial Excitations,Mass 5, 538 Hertz o 
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Figute XIII-9. Radial rn-n Modes Induced bY Axial Excitations, 0 
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Figure X111-15. Radial m-n Modes Induced by Axial Excitations,
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Figure XIV-1. Acceleration Spectral Density Representation of the Shock °8Response, Test Run 1, Pulse 1 (0.9 milliseconds) 
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Figure MIV 8. Acceleration Spectral Density Representation of the Shock 
Response, Test Run 5, Pulse (0.'9 mnilliseconds) 
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Figure XIV-9. Axial and Radial Shell Response Characteristics induced by 
Longitudinal Shock Loads, No Mas, PulseI (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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Figure flYIC.1O Axial and Radial Shell Respon&se Characteristics Induced by 
Longitudinal Shock Loads, Maiss 3, Pulse 1 (Sheet 1 of 4)
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Figure XIV-l. Axial and Radial Shell Response Characteristics Induced b,
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Figure XIV-15. Axial and Radial Shell Response Characteristics Induced by 
.Longitudinal Shock Loads, No Mass, Pulse 2 (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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Figure laV.iS. Axial and Radial Shell Rempone Characteristics Induced by 
LongLtudinal Shock Loads. No Mams, Pulse 2 (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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Figure XIV-17. Radial Acceleration Data, Model 1, Run 1 
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Table XIV-1. Test Data of Model No. I 
Maximum Responses 
RUiN 
No. 1 2 2R 2A 
SHOCK FORM H* H If H 





DURATION 0.8 1.2 1.2 2.0
 
M.S. 
70" 34.08 27.3 27.0 22.00
 
ACCELERO- 4 54" 31.29 24.9 25.4 21.22
 
METER & ITSMET ITS 3 36" 25.19 23.3 22.25 19.10 
LOCATION 
FROM FIXED 2 18" 20.16 19.1 18.0 16.95
 
END
(g's 1 2" 18.56 14.8 
 15.90 13.77
 
STRAIN 3 70" 10.0 10.8 10.0 9.0
 
GAGE 2 36" 15.0 15.0 15.0 12.5
 
10-6in/in 1 2" 20.0 17.5 17.5 15.0 
*H= halfsine
 
Table XIV-2. Shock Load Factors From 
Tests Model No. 1 
RUN 






5 70" 1.89 1.75 1.60 1.57 
4 
 54" 1.73 1.60 1.50 1.51
 
3 36" 1.40 1.50 1.31 1.36 
2 18" 1.12 1.23 1.06 1.21
 





North Amencan Rockwell 
Table XIV-3. Test Data of Radial Motion of Model 1 
1 2 2R 2A 
TEST RUN NUMBER 
Form *1H H [7 H 
Input 
Shock.. Duration 0.8 1.2 1.2 2.0 
Max. g's 21.21 17.68 17.68 21.25 
#12 42.70 28.11 26.52 38,45 
13 31.82 26.52 27.85 31.82 
Accel. 14 45.08 42.43 42.43 39.78 
No. & 15 15.91 14.59 15.25 7.42 
Response 16 45.08 41.11 40.31 38.72 
(g's) 17 21.22 29.17 15.25 10.61 
18 9.28 31.82 7.03 5.30 
*H - Halfsine 
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Figure XV-1. Mapping of N Modes (Sheet 7 of 26) 
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Figure XVI-I. M-Mode Investigations (Sheet 4 of 6) 0 
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XVII. THEORETICAL MODE SHAP-ES AND FREQUENCIES FOR 
MASS-LOADED SHELLS 
(BY SERIES EXPANSION TECHNIQUE) 
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Figure XVII-Z. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shellis.
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Figure XVUI-4. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells. 
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Figure XVII-7. Theoretical Mode Shapes 
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Figure XVII-10. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells. 
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Figure XVII-.. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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.Figure XVII-16. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells
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Figure XVII-18. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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Figure XVII-19. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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Figure XVII-20. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded 
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Figure XVII-22.. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass -Loaded Shells. 
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Figure XVII-23. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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Figure XVII-25. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells. 
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Figure XVII-27. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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Figure XVII-28. Theoretical Mode Shapes and Mass-Loaded Shells.
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